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Political science 
head forced out 
. 




Effective June 30, Charles W. 
Dunn will no longer serve as de- 
partment head of Political Science 
bn campus. 
Dunn's attorney has filed a com- 
plaint with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission and the 
South Carolina Human Affairs 
Commission against the University 
on grounds of religious intolerance. 
Dunn, after serving as depart- 
ment head for 20 years, will remain 
a member of full-tenure faculty but 
will receive a salary reduction. 
The political science department, 
consisting of ten faculty members 
is clearly factional. Four professors 
wholeheartedly support Dunn, five 
do not. The five who are considered 
Dunn's adversaries are: Lois Duke, 
Michael Morris, Walton Owens, 
Edwin Coulter, and Stephen 
Wainscott. 
After a memorandum from an 
anonymous individual was leaked 
to a Charlotte Observer journalist, 
three professors, Bill Lasser, Mar- 
tin Slann and David Woodard 
signed affidavits in their support of 
Dunn. 
According to Woodard's affida- 
vit, "Edwin Coulter and Stephen 
Wainscott...hate Chuck Dunn for 
his religious beliefs, and they have 
used accusations of religious ha- 
rassment and other pretextual bases, 
including his supposed dictatorial 
leadership style, to agitate for his 
removal." 
Dunn has allegedly harassed stu- 
dents about their religion prior to 
and including 1989. In 1989, four 
professors, Coulter, Owens, 
Wainscott and Harold Albert filed a 
grievance with the University about 
Dunn's activities. According to Max 
Lennon, the allegation could not be 
substantiated. Dunn acknowledged 
that he prayed with a fellow faculty 
member each day before class, but 
he characterized the other accusa- 
tions as false. "I have never forced 
prayer on anyone." 
Slann stated in his affidavit, "I 
have never heard [Dunn] utter a 
biased remark or pressure other in- 
dividuals regarding religion." Slann, 
who is Jewish, continued, "Inter- 
estingly enough, the only anti- 
Semetic remarks I've heard came 
from the individuals who drafted 
the 1989 memo." 
On Sept. 24, 1991, Robert 
Waller, Dean of Liberal Arts, hand- 
delivered a memorandum to Dunn 
which began, "Unquestionably, this 
is the most difficult letter to prepare 
and present in my entire profes- 
sional career." Waller praised 
Dunn's accomplishments over his 
career at Clemson, and for his lead- 
ership of personnel, program and 
productivity. However, it states, 
"The preponderant majority now 
believes that the future requires a 
fresh perspective." 
Waller emphatically denies that 
Dunn learned of his apparent non- 
renewal via the media. Waller also 
stated the decision to seek a new 
department head was not based on 
"religious harrassment". 
Waller continued by saying 
Dunn was hired to build the depart- 
ment. "He served at my pleasure for 
11 years" The Faculty Handbook 
states that department heads serve 
at the pleasure of their respective 
deans. "We considered 20 years of 
service enough. It's time for a 
change." 
"The non-renewal of headship 
had nothing to do with religious 
harassment," according to Morris 
who admitted to not voting for 
Dunn's renewal. Duke agreed, "It's 
an academic process; not a public 
forum. This is due process." 
The process, as regulated by 
university policy adopted by the 
Board of Trustees in January 1991, 
establishes procedures of review 
for academic administrators. Ap- 
pointment to a department headship, 
directorship, or deanship does not 
insure continuance in office for any 
specific period of time. Status as 
see DUNN, page eight 
Chip East/ head photographer 
If they had known then what they know now... 
These Clemson fans undoubtably would have pulled for the Tigers anyway. 
William and Bonnie Smith, of Newberry, were just two of the many fans who 
followed the Clemson Tiger football team to the Citrus Bowl, where they 
played the California Bears. (See the game story on page 19.) 
7%~ Housing rates to increase 
for 1992-93 academic year 
by Bill Swain 
interim managing editor 
Clemson University housing of- 
ficials will present an on-campus 
housing rate increase to the univer- 
sity board of trustees Friday, an 
official said. 
Verna Howell, director of uni- 
versity housing, said she will ask 
the board to approve an averaged 
6.92 percent rate hike to cover in- 
creased expenditures incurred by 
the aggressive reconstruction of 
campus housing. 
That increase translates into 
about $725,000 additional revenue. 
The money will be used primarily 
to cover an increase in the bond 
debt service of $500,000 as a result 
of the first phase of the Johnstone 
Hall renovations. 
Other rising expenditures in- 
clude higher utility costs, salary 
raises as mandated by state legisla- 
tors, capital improvements on ex- 
isting buildings and university 
service charges, Howell said. 
"Housing does not have the author- 
ity to raise salaries," she said. In 
election years it is not uncommon 
for state legislators to raise state 
employee salaries, Howell added. 
"We are not asking for the in- 
crease to offset all the added expen- 
ditures," Howell said. "We are 
committed to increasing our effi- 
ciency." 
The rate hikes range from $45 
per semester for the lowest cost 
housing to $70 for the most expen- 
sive. Lightsey Bridge apartments, 
the most expensive on campus, will 
cost students $ 1,100 per semester 
next Fall. 
In the past few years, housing 
rates have increased by small 
amounts to cover new expenses and 
to build a fund to help offset the 
astronomical costs of new construc- 
tion, Howell said. To minimize the 
size of the increases, housing offi- 
cials aim for rental increases to be 
less than 10 percent per year. Last 
year housing rates increased by 7.5 
percent. 
Students will see changes 
brought about as a result of the 
increases, Howell said. Cable tele- 
vision, remodeling and renovations 
will be included in the short term 
plan. 
Installation of campus-wide 
cable TV is expected to begin in the 
spring and be completed by the 
start of the fall semester. 
Report cites shortcomings of campus food services 
by Terry Manning 
editor-in-chief 
In November, Clemson Univer- 
sity received the results of a study it 
commissioned for evaluation of 
ARA Food Services. The evalua- 
tion report cited many opportuni- 
ties for improvement of the food 
service's operations. It also offered 
instances where ARA did not seem 
to be complying with the contract it 
has with the University. 
A committee made up of food 
service coordinators from the Uni- 
versity"of Georgia, the University 
of Tennessee at Knoxville, and the 
University of Richmond (Virginia) 
made a tour of campus dining fa- 
cilities October 29-31. They also 
hosted forums in which they spoke 
with faculty, staff and students about 
campus food services. 
Major improvements were sug- 
gested in the areas of facilities and 
equipment (renovations for Har- 
combe, maintenance and repair of 
equipment), food quality (less food 
cooked ahead of time, preventing 
"dry, unappealing hot food items 
being offered... and excessive left- 
overs"), and the University' s finan- 
cial stake in food services (too many 
expenses assumed by the Univer- 
sity, not enough financial return for 
the school). 
One method the report suggested 
for improving food quality was com- 
pliance with the University's food 
service contract's description of the 
role of dietitian. "The Clemson Food 
Service Contract section 7-1 re- 
quires the food service contractor 
to provide a dietitian.... [A dietitian 
has been provided but] is used in an 
operational line support position in 
supervising direct line service. We 
strongly recommend that the dieti- 
tian be removed from [this position 
and] provide support such as devel- 
oping and improving 
menus...developing nutritional in- 
formation to be shared and distrib- 
uted to the students of Clemson... 
and providing supportfor unit man- 
agement in insuring proper food 
production techniques." 
The report included a list of sug- 
gestions for improved services made 
to the committee at the faculty/staff 
and student forums. Items included 
creation of a 5-meal per week plan 
for commuting students, better la- 
beling of food items with nutri- 
tional information, wider choice of 
items for "Premium Entree Night," 
opening Schilletter Dining Hall on 
weekends instead of Harcombe (due 
to campus population changes from 
West to East Campus), and a lower 
rate for Deli Lunch period, which is 
currently the same price as for the 
wider-variety full Lunch period. 
The committee also suggested 
that a full-time employee be hired 
or assigned to regularly monitor 
ARA's adherence to contractual 
obligations. "Several ARA respon- 
sibilities noted in the contract did 
not appear to be happening (i.e., 
quarterly financial report, notifica- 
tion to the University of certain 
management position changes, pre- 
mium entree schedule, etc.)" the 
report revealed. 
Another aspect of operations 
criticized in the report was the num- 
ber of employees ARA has at both 
the salaried management and hourly 
staff levels. The report suggested 
that the University request a com- 
parison of meals served per man 
hour worked as a means of deter- 
mining efficiency of operations. 
ARA Representative Jeffrey Hall 
responded to the report by saying, 
"We have looked at the report and 
are developing a response to some 
of the items that we feel are our 
concern. Some of the suggestions 
made will have to be addressed by 
the University food service itself." 
Paul Storey, assistant vice-presi- 
dent for business services, to whom 
the report was addressed, also stated 
thst a respunse was being made on 
the University's behalf. "Some of 
the things [in the report] we took 
very seriously, and those are the 
things we are going to concentrate 
on iii our response," he said, /e 
want to develop a statement ex- 
pressing our plans and efforts to 
answer some of the suggestions and 
that will probably be ready in a few 
weeks." 
One student leader commended 
the University for commissioning 
the report. "This is the kind of thing 
[students] usually have to ask for, 
and the University went ahead and 
did it themselves," said Greg 
Horton, student body president. 
"Hopefully, they'll take this stuff 
seriously." 
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Transit system proposal read at Monday meeting 
by Bill Swain 
managing editor 
The Clemson University Student 
Senate may pledge their support to 
a joint city-university transit sys- 
tem after being presented an engi- 
neering study Monday. 
Student Sen. John McKenzie 
believes students would use the 
system if it were made convenient 
and accessible. 
"I'm a commuting student and I 
would use it every day," said Sen. 
Tripp Muldrow. " I think students 
that don't have cars would use it." 
Gaye Sprague of Sprague and 
Sprague Consulting Engineers of 
Greenville presented a summary of 
their findings from a feasibility 
study that began last spring. This 
presentation was the first time the 
findings were presented to the stu- 
dent body at large. 
The proposed plan would incor- 
porate four independent routes that 
would allow students living on and 
off campus and Clemson residents 
to ride the busses to several loca- 
tions throughout the community, 
Sprague said. 
As part of the study interviews 
were conducted with city and uni- 
versity officials, Clemson Downs 
residents, university faculty and 
staff and commuter students to de- 
termine who would use such a sys- 
tem and how often, the study reports. 
From those interviews, the report 
states there is "some interest for 
transportation from Clemson 
Downs for shopping and personal 
business, 'mild' interest among fac- 
ulty and staff and 'high' interest 
among commuter students. 
Sprague said the proposed sys- 
tem has been designed to cater pri- 
marily to commuter students and 
has schedules set up to bring stu- 
dents to every class time during the 
day meaning the times the busses 
run would vary on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays to correspond with class 
times. 
One of the goals of the system 
plan was to make it "extremely con- 
venient" for students to make the 
program attractive, she said. 
The proposal plans to use one 
30-foot bus carrying about 24 pas- 
sengers for each route with one 
spare vehicle. Each bus would in- 
clude wheelchair lifts to make the 
be sought primarily from federal 
and state funding programs, city 
revenue through property tax dol- 
lars and student fees. 
As the plan stands, a $2.50 fee 
would be assessed to every student 
per semester or $5 for an academic 
year. Approximately $80,000 
would be raised. No fares would be 
collected from students or mem- 
bers of the community on the bus- 
ses, Sprague said. 
McKenzie said he thought stu- 
dents would not mind paying $5 per 
year for having the system avail- 
able. Referring to other expendi- 
tures incurred by students, he said, 
"$2.50 is french fries at the Can- 
student senate 
system eligible for federal funding, 
Sprague said. 
One of the four routes would run 
from the Clemson Downs commu- 
nity, to campus and then to the 
business district on Highway 123 to 
Winn Dixie. The bus would then 
wait for riders to do their shopping 
and return 45 minutes later, Sprague 
said. 
The other three routes would 
cater to areas of dense student popu- 
lations to help eliminate traffic and 
parking conditions on campus and 
in the downtown area. 
The university-run shuttle ser- 
vice to commuter parking lots would 
still be run but in reduced capacity 
to make the downtown system more 
attractive, she said. "In the long 
run, there wouldn't be a parking 
problem," Sprague told senators. 
"Everyone charged would benefit." 
Revenue to fund the project will 
teen." 
Initially, the cost of building this 
system is estimated at $1,199,490 
to cover start-up costs and one year 
of operation. In the following two 
years operating costs would shrink 
to more than $220,000, the report 
states. 
Over that three-year period 
$240,000 would be contributed by 
the university and about $200,000 
would be paid by the City of Clem- 
son. All other funds would be raised 
through governmental grants. 
The fate of the program lies on 
whether federal and state funding is 
received, said City Planner Mary 
Poore. That funding could be made 
available as early as October and 
implementation could begin, 
Sprague said. 
Day-to-day operation of the sys- 
tem would be turned over to a third 
party professional transit operation 
company, Sprague said. As the 
system aged, expansion would be 
determined by that operator. 
As the present plan stands, the 
transportation system would oper- 
ate only on weekdays during the 
regular fall and spring semesters. 
Extra revenue might be generated 
by chartering the busses when not 
in use as determined by the opera- 
tor, she said. 
The next step in the project is to 
apply for funding which will take 
place this spring, Sprague said. 
Student body president Assault charges filed 
addresses campus problems      against grad student 
JL X bv Anne McKenzie cordina to Director of Public Safe 
by Blair Stokes 
staff writer 
Clemson's classrooms may be 
more crowded, less interactive and 
more expensive in upcoming se- 
mesters unless the university makes 
concerted efforts to place more 
emphasis on students and faculty 
and less emphasis on research, stu- 
dent body president Greg Horton 
said Tuesday. 
The nation's sluggish economy, 
coupled with diminishing funds 
from South Carolina's legislature 
will likely push both tuition costs 
and classroom sizes up next semes- 
ter, Horton said. 
had over 100 students on their rolls. 
While he says he realizes in- 
creasing the numbers of students 
without increasing faculty numbers 
proportionately may be the short 
term cure for economic ills, he said 
doesn't want to see the practice 
become "the norm and the answer 
to the problem." 
These economic hardships, 
Horton said, threaten to disrupt fac- 
ulty/student relations as well as what 
he terms the university's unique 
sense of community. Large, imper- 
sonal classrooms, he said, cheat stu- 
dents of the quality education they 
pay for. "They [students] get lost in 
able to all students. "We're not 
trying to punish anyone," Horton 
said. "We as the students and the 
consumers here at Clemson [feel] 
there should be some accountabil- 
ity to us." Horton said the evalua- 
tion issue will likely be the most 
important and controversial facing 
the senate this semester. 
Also planned is a continued push 
for a more pronounced student voice 
in city affairs. "In this small com- 
munity, we see that the decisions in 
our city government...and the gen- 
eral perceptions of the citizens will 
impact the students at Clemson be- 
cause we' re such a close-knit com- 
y  
staff writer 
University graduate student and 
teaching assistant Taufig Choudhry 
was arrested Monday evening, Jan. 
13, on the charge of first degree 
sexual misconduct. The charge was 
filed Dec. 13, 1991, by a female 
student enrolled in Choudhry's fi- 
nance course. The student's state- 
ment alleges that she was assaulted 
in her instructor's office on Dec. 
10, at approximately 8:30 pm. 
Choudhry was released Tues- 
day on a $20,000 surety bond, ac- 
g ty 
John McKenzie. If the case is pur- 
sued, a preliminary hearing will be 
held to determine whether there was 
probable cause for the issue of the 
arrest warrant. If the warrant is up- 
held, the case is put before the Grand 
Jury, who would then decide 
whether an indictment is to be made. 
University officials have sus- 
pended Choudhry from his teach- 
ing position pending further 
investigation of the charge against 
him, said Ryan Amacher, dean of 
the College of Commerce and In- 
dustry. 
Clemson man arrested 
it Lack of state support for higher education is a major problem." 1UI IIld.JvLJ.lg WLLlV LLLItdlD 
Greg Horton 
Student Body President 
by Anne McKenzie 
staff writer 
"The lack of [state] support for 
higher education is a major prob- 
lem," Horton said. Forty percent of 
Clemson's funding is provided by 
the state, which cut the university's 
allotment last year by $10 million. 
Clemson now receives 28 percent 
less state money than the national 
average for public supported 
schools. 
"Any student can see that not 
only are the classes they are in 
packed, but there are more large 
lecture classes now than there has 
been," Horton said and added that, 
according to the office of institional 
research, 56 classes last semester 
the shuffle." 
Aside from budgetary problems, 
Horton says he and the student sen- 
ate plan to work on a number of 
issues in the upcoming semester 
including 
•publishing a teacher evaluation 
form 
•improving and strengthening 
university/city relations, and 
•creating a position on the cabi- 
net for a Minority Council member. 
Horton said he hopes to gain 
university and faculty support for 
publishing a teacher evaluation form 
this semester that will be made avail- 
munity. We're right at each other's 
back doorstep." Students need a 
more constant voice, he said, in all 
city affairs rather than in just hous- 
ing and transportation issues. 
Horton also said senate voted 
recently to create a position in the 
cabinet for a Minority Council mem- 
ber. The referendum election nec- 
essary to change the constitution 
was held last week, but rules in- 
volving notification of the election 
were violated, voiding the results. 
Horton said the re vote will hope- 
fully be held next week. "I hope 
that students will realize that hav- 
"I'm pissed...I planted a bomb," 
stated a caller to University police 
dispatcher Kenneth Lee, in a phone 
call placed shortly after 3 am Dec. 
14. During the course of the con- 
versation, Lee was able to deter- 
mine that bombs had allegedly been 
planted in Tillman Halland John- 
stone Residence Hall. 
The caller, who identified him- 
self as Michael Duncan, stated to 
the dispatcher that he had made the 
bombs of gunpowder. He also said 
that he had planted the bombs be- 
cause, upon graduating from Daniel 
High School, he had been unable to 
attend the University. 
University police officers evacu- 
ated and searched both buildings, 
finding no evidence of bombs in 
either structure. 
An investigation was undertaken 
which ended Dec. 30, when 20 year- 
old Clemson resident Daniel Geyer 
Pearson met with University Inves- 
tigator Lonnie Saxon at the Univer- 
sity Police Department. After being 
informed of his legal rights, Pearson 
confessed to having made the bomb 
threat. He was arrested and released 
the next day on a $5000 personal 
recognizance bond. 
The act of making a bomb threat 
is a felony offense, according to 
Director of Public Safety John 
McKenzie, adding that a convic- 
tion can result in a 1-10 year jail 
sentence. The case is expected to go 
to trial some time in February. 
The Minority Council will sponsor a march and memorial 
service Jan. 20, "Celebrating the Life" of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
The march will begin at 5 p.m. at the band practice field. 
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by Autumn McNeill 
staff writer 
Have you or your organiza- 
tion been looking for a volunteer 
project to help with, but didn't 
know where to go for help? Start- 
ing this month, Student Develop- 
ment is kicking off a campus-wide 
program aimed at bringing the 
volunteers together with the vol- 
unteer programs. 
The program, called "Into the 
Streets" (ITS), is part of a na- 
tional program with the same 
goals. 
ITS is funded by the W.K. 
Kellogg Foundation, a philan- 
thropic foundation which also 
funds such programs as the Pal- 
metto Leadership program, and 
is supported by over 60 national 
organizations such as Mortar 
Board International, Habitat for 
Humanity, and The White House 
Office of National Service. 
Its will be part of a two-part 
referral system for Clemson stu- 
dents and employees. The first 
part is a referral system. 
According to Director of Stu- 
dent Development activities di- 
rector Kirk A. Brague, students 
can come into the student devel- 
opment office and fill out a ques- 
tionnaire. From the questionnaire 
it can be determined which types 
of volunteer work would be ap- 
propriate and enjoyable for the 
student. 
The second part of the pro- 
gram is a coalition of campus 
organizations, two representatives 
from the local community, and 
one faculty and one administra- 
tive representative. 
The coalition will decide on 
issues to work on from a list of 17 
issues compiled by ITS' national 
office. 
Among the issues being con- 
sidered are the homeless, the en- 
vironment, literacy, campus 
safety, hunger, and education. 
Brague says many area ser- 
vice groups, about 40 so far, have 
expressed interest in receiving 
volunteer help from ITS. 
ITS is not to simply function 
as a "volunteer database," but also 
to help strenghten community 
sevrice programming, train par- 
ticipants for leadership roles, and 
strenghten the ties between those 
on campus and those in the com- 
munity. 
Organizers project that nearly 
200 campuses around the country 
will join ITS this year and feel 
thatmany others will join in 1992, 
after the program has been in place 
and can see how it works. 
Brague says "We're hoping 
this will be big in a very visible 
way." He adds, anyone wanting 
further information can contact 
him at Student Development in 
104Holtzendorff. 
Barlage named acting dean 
from News Services 
CLEMSON — Clemson Uni- 
versity has named William B. 
Barlage Jr., associate dean of engi- 
neering for instruction and resource 
development, as acting dean of the 
College of Engineering, effective 
Jan. 2. 
Current Dean of Engineering J. 
Charles Jennett has been named the 
university's provost and vice presi- 
dent for academic affairs, officials 
announced earlier. 
Barlage will serve in the posi- 
tion until a new dean is named. A 
university committee will conduct 
a nationwide search, and Jennett 
said a new dean could be named by 
next fall semester. 
Barlage joined the Clemson fac- 
ulty in 1958 as an assistant profes- 
sor of chemical engineering and 
was later promoted to associate pro- 
fessor and professor. He served as 
department head from 1975 until 
1986, when he was named associ- 
ate dean. 
A native of Philadelphia, he re- 
ceived his bachelor's degree from 
Lehigh University, his master's 
degree from the University of Vir- 
ginia and his doctorate from North 
Carolina State, all in chemical en- 
gineering, lie also served a post- 
doctoral fellowship in 
environmental sciences and engi- 
neering at the University of North 
Carolina at Gl-lapel Hill. 
Clemson's College of Engineer- 
ing is the largest engineering pro- 
gram in South Carolina, granting 
more than two-thirds of the state's 
bachelor's degrees in engineering 
and more than three-quarters of the 
state's master's and doctoral de- 
grees in engineering. 
U.S. News and World Report 
magazine has named the college as 
one of the nation's up-and-coming 
engineering programs. 
The   Tiger  is  currently  accepting 




• Office manager 
Information on the positions is available 
in Room 906 of the University Union. 
Computer Short Courses 
Sponsored by 
Consulting & Technical Services 
Call 656-3494 
Courses are free of charge!! 
IBM PC & Compatibles Apple Macintosh 
» introduction to Microcomputers & DOS 
» intermediate DOS 
* Getting Started with Microsoft Windows 
* Microsoft Word for Windows 
* Beginning with Lotus 1-2-3 
introduction to Macintosh 
Claris Works 
introduction to PageMaker 
Excel for the Macintosh 
An Overview of HyperCard 
HyperCard as a Presentation Tool 





» Basic and Intermediate ISPF 
. ISPFMaii 
* Job Control Language (JCL) 
. Introductory and Intermediate DCF 
.introductory and Intermediate S AS 
• Introduction to DORIS (Document 
On-line Retrieval System) 
. Introduction to LUIS (Library User 
Information Service) 
. FORTRAN on the MVS Mainframe 
|B ...| 
• introduction and intermediate VMS and 
DCL 
. EVE Text Editor 
. Using VAX Debugger 
.Using Tapes on the VAXcluster 
. Vector Programming 
. ULTRIX (UNIX) for Beginners 
. Editing Using Vi in ULTRIX (UNIX) 
. Reading USENET News Using VN 
ULTRIX 
Networking • Off-Campus Networking 
Brochures are available from the Help Desk (Poole Computer Center) and microcomputer labs. 
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Editorial 
Code of conduct 
goes too far 
Few would argue against the notion that Ed 
McDaniel's use of profanity at the pep rally held before 
the Citrus Bowl showed poor judgment. The presence 
of children, and adults who disdain the use of vulgar 
words, should have been adequate reason for the senior 
linebacker to be careful of what he said over the micro- 
phone. 
After a year of varied infractions by different mem- 
bers of the football team, many fans and press alike 
were less than surprised. It seems though, that in 
allowing the 
Our Position: 
A code of conduct is unfair 
reaction to the activity of the 
football team while in Florida. 
McDaniel situation 
to be the "straw that 
broke the camel's 
back," head football 
coach Ken Hatfield 
has gone too far in 
his enforcement of a 
written code of 
conduct for his players. 
It is an insult on several levels to the players to have 
them sign written codes of conduct or face being kicked 
off the team. 
There are first those players who would never have 
used that type of language, in public or otherwise, in 
the first place. The code of conduct implies that these 
players and the others lack the maturity and common 
sense to be able to judge for themselves what are 
appropriate actions. These men, while young, some of 
them, are adults. Part of maturation is having the 
leeway to make decisions for yourself, and being able 
to accept the consequences for your actions when your 
decision is wrong. 
What Hatfield is doing, by affecting the words and 
actions of his players prior to their even having a 
chance to act, is censorship. 
And censorship is usually politically motivated. It is 
perfectly logical to ask what behind-the-scenes powers 
may have motivated Hatfield to issue the code of 
conduct. Being the recipient of a brand-new contract, it 
is not a stretch to think that Hatfield might have been 
simply paying service to the athletic department and 
especially IPTAY. Not even the Clemson University 
Marching Band rocks the Southland like IPTAY mem- 
bers do when they're upset. 
Would the policy have been enacted if the Tigers had 
won the Citrus Bowl? Would many of the same IPTAY 
members and other fans who complained after the loss 
been as upset if the game result had been reversed? 
According to one student, when one IPTAY donor was 
told of an incident involving a football player outside a 
local club yelling, "Kill all the white people," that 
donor replied, "Good, that means they're getting [the 
team] fired up and ready to play." 
Any student of Clemson University, when he decides 
to come to school here, accepts one code of conduct 
(see pages 24-25 of the Student Handbook), with built- 
in violations and the proper penalties. Why does the 
football team need another one? It seems unfair and it 
is. 
If the University and athletic department are really 
concerned with the way the players conduct themselves 
off the field, and with the way this reflects on the 
University, then one idea has been circulating in regard 
to this very situation for years - an etiquette class. It 
could be a one-hour class open to all students, with an 
option for athletes to take it up to three times (presum- 
ing they would learn enough to preclude their needing 
it by the time of their senior year). They would be 
conversant in most social skills and could practice 
dealing with the press. 
Anything would be more acceptable than a code of 
conduct. Especially one that seems more for the benefit 
of covering certain and administrators' and coaches' 
behinds than in actually helping the players. 
Opinions 
I O-THE '-T14ER.'' m - MffC I1l2_ 
KNIOCK THE 
HE  AIN'T 
OUT OF tiin! 
New rules offer needed challenge 
I am not shocked at the criticism 
of the new NCAA standards for 
freshmen eligibility that were re- 
cently voted into effect for the next 
school year. What I am shocked at 
is how so much of the opposition is 
coming from black academics and 
representatives of black colleges. 
Dr. William DeLauder, presi- 
dent of predominantly black Dela- 
ware State, predicted that as many 
as 70 per cent of black applicants 
could be affected by the new rules. 
"This is clearly a discriminatory 
proposal," DeLauder told the As- 
sociated Press. 
First of all, since when has it 
been in the best interest of any level 
of sports to institutionally elimi- 
nate the best athletes? Blacks are 
by far the best athletes in the world, 
and to propose that the NCAA 
would reduce the number of black 
athletes, thereby reducing the level 
of play, fan enthusiasm and booster 
club contributions, simply for the 
purpose of acting upon racial bias 
seems, at best, ridiculous. 
The target of much of the criti- 
cism is the use of standardized tests 
as a factor in determining eligibil- 
ity. This has gone on since 1983, 
when Proposition 48 was enacted. 
I will not reject the notion that the 
SAT and other similar tests might 
be biased toward a standard of liv- 
ing and culture that many blacks, 
and some whites, have not experi- 





a little whitebread. But in this in- 
stance the NCAA did not raise the 
target score needed on the SAT. 
The target score was, and remains, 
a 700. This is not an incredible 
score to expect a student to make. 
What was raised was the grade 
point ratio (GPR) needed for an 
entering freshman to participate in 
collegiate sports. This GPR is cal- 
culated directly from a core of 
classes that all high school stu- 
dents entering are expected to have 
taken. You know, those exotic 
courses like math and English. If 
our (and by "our" I mean "Black") 
youth can't get an adequate GPR in 
these core classes, why criticize 
the NCAA for pointing out the 
obvious shortcomings in our na- 
tional education system? 
Instead of jumping down the 
throats of the NCAA Presidents 
Commission members, somebody 
ought to be lighting a fire under 
George Bush to push for reform in 
our education system. 
And when, oh please, won't 
somebody tell me, did Blacks in 
this country decide that our worth 
as citizens and our hopes for ad- 
equate education come to rest solely 
on our ability to punt, pass and 
kick? When did a finger roll beat 
out the honor roll? When did we 
betray the hopes of our ancestors 
(from the kings down to the slaves) 
by deciding that it is better to live by 
the sweat of our brow than by the j 
capacity to excel in learning? 
DeLauder may be right; maybe 
these new rules will eliminate 70 
per cent of the potential Blacks next 
year. But maybe that percentage 
will drop the next year. And maybe 
it will drop the next. And the next. 
Maybe Black high school athletes 
will begin to achieve the grades the j 
NCAA has set up for them. Then 
maybe they'll see that in the pro- 
cess of struggling for a GPR they 
actually gain an education on the 
side. 
Maybe the kids that can't get 
into Michigan and Notre Dame will 
find they might be able to go to 
junior college or technical college, 
where they can still get an educa- 
tion, where they might even learn a 
trade. Or maybe they'll go to his- 
torically Black colleges, and help 
rejuvenate them. The new eligibilty 
rules are not a death sentence for 
higher education for Blacks. They 
may be a new source of salvation. 
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Letters 
Poli Sci major responds 
to Dunn dismissal 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing in regards to the controversy surrounding the dis- 
missal of Dr. Charles Dunn as the head of the political science 
department. 
As the situation has unfolded, we have heard from administrators, 
faculty and citizens of South Carolina. Until now, we have not heard 
from a single student in political science. If it were not for this latter 
group, there would be no Dr. Dunn, Dean Waller or Clemson Univer- 
sity. In a situation such as this, where students are the ones most 
affected, we should be consulted. 
I am a political science major and have taken two of Dr. Dunn's 
classes. I learned more in those two classes than in any other political 
science class I have taken. Dr. Dunn is an expert on the areas in 
which he teaches. He continually publishes and researches to stay at 
the top of his profession. 
Dr. Dunn is one of the few professors at Clemson who truly cares 
for his students' needs in and outside the classroom. Having had Dr. 
Dunn as a professor and having talked with him in his office, I find 
the basis for the complaints that he used the classroom to impose his 
religious views on students unbelievable. Not once in the three years 
that I have been acquainted with Dr. Dunn has the subject of personal 
religious beliefs been discussed. 
Dean Robert Waller of the College of Liberal Arts denies that 
religious beliefs affected the decision to remove Dr. Dunn. Dean 
Waller stated that Dunn was replaced because "the future requires a 
fresh perspective" and that after 20 years with the same head, the 
department "needed a change." Waller, after 11 years as dean, should 
be concerned about this line of reasoning catching fire. 
Whether Dunn is being replaced because of his religious views or 
because of the claims of Dean Waller, makes little difference to me. 
However, if it can be proven that Dunn was released because of the 
former, the university will get its pants sued off. I am troubled that 
the university is about to lose Dr. Dunn, who the Greenville News 
describes as "one of the relatively few eminent scholars Clemson can 
lay claim to." It is a fact that Dr. Dunn is one of the most prominent 
members of the College of Liberal Arts. In addition to appearing 
regularly on television and in the newspaper because of his political 
expertise, Dr. Dunn is serving his third term as Chairman of the J. 
William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board. This position requires 
presidential appointment and congressional approval. It seems odd 
that Presidents Reagan and Bush and the U.S. Congress are pleased 
with Dr. Dunn's performance, but he can't measure up to the expecta- 
tions of Dean Robert Waller. But what do those other people know, 
they only lead the free world? 
Over the past 20 years, Dr. Dunn has brought national prominence 
to a political science department at a technologically oriented land 
grant university. Clemson will have a tremendously difficult time 
finding someone with equal stature and expertise. 
Dr. Dunn has devoted 20 years of his life to Clemson University. 
In a possible guise, all in the name of change and new blood, the 
university has shown its gratitude to Dr. Dunn by replacing him. 
After examining the specifics, it seems that once again the 
university's top priority is not the well-being of the students and that 
Clemson is a place where appearance is more important than reality. 
The university would save itself further embarrassment by fully 
disclosing the facts and reinstating Dr. Dunn as head of the political 
science department. 
Jason Elliott 
Lambda Society opponents 
misused Scripture 
Dear Sir, 
I have read with interest and not a little bit of distress the many 
articles, editorials and letters in your paper related to the formation 
of the Lambda Society at Clemson University. Interest because I 
care about the lives of the many and varied students at CU and 
distressed at the amount of misinformation, innuendo, and negative 
stereotyping employed by many of your readers. I care about all the 
students at this university, not just those of my aquaintance, my 
denominational affiliation, my ethnic persuasion, or my sexual 
orientation and out of that caring and concern I feel it neccessary to 
add my voice to the mix. 
I am supportive of the presence of the Lambda Society on the 
Clemson University Campus. I have been disappointed by many 
who have assumed that faithful persons, especially faithful Chris- 
tians, must be in one accord in condemning the emergence of a 
lesbian/gay group in this community. Be clear that there is another 
Christian view. Homosexual persons are persons of sacred worth in 
the same way that all God's children are persons of sacred worth. 
To use scripture as a tool for "gay bashing" is an abomination and to 
hide behind a facade of holiness in an attempt to condemn out of 
see LETTERS, page 6 
Speaking Out Paul Brown/ staff photographer 
QUESTION: 
Should the football team have been forced to sign the code of 
conduct? 
■^pW^::-: 
It's not right. Why should we have to 
do something others don't? 
James Sims 
freshman (football player) 
Yes, or they should lose their scholar- 
ship or have something else taken away. 
Robert Morano 
sophomore 
No. When you come lo college you 




'Morally-correct' few using legislature 
to infringe on the rights of others 
In the last few weeks, several 
governmental practices, local and 
statewide, have greatly disturbed 
me. Our elected officials need to 
know that their decisions, while 
affecting everyone, are only serv- 
ing the needs of a "morally-correct 
few." 
The issue of the role of religion 
in public schools, municipal meet- 
ings and the elimination of "por- 
nography" are difficult to resolve 
but I feel the decisions are being 
made without considering the rights 
of all, rights guaranteed by the Con- 
stitution of the United States. 
Let me begin with prayer in pub- 
lic schools. Shortly after the state 
Board of Education publicly an- 
nounced that they endorsed prayer 
in school, individual school admin- 
istrators quickly said they would go 
against the board and not endorse 
any form of prayer because the is- 
sue has been found to be unconsti- 
tutional by the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Score one for school administra- 
tors. 
Realizing they may have been 
wrong, the board passed a resolu- 
tion last week encouraging "a mo- 
ment of silent meditation" in public 
schools. I have to ask myself 'Why 
must the church be brought into the 
schools in any form?' The answer, 
in my opinion, is simple - the church 
should remain the church and out of 
the public school system, period. 
South Carolina children are already 
being deprived of classic American 
literature because too many parents 
are basing their children's educa- 
tional platform solely on religious 
beliefs. 
Next, governmental meetings in 
this area, and probably others 
throughout the state, begin with a 
prayer. Not a moment of silence, a 
structured, pre-written prayer. 
Clemson City Council meetings 
are often frequented by area preach- 
ers and ministers delivering "invo- 
cations." Whether or not this is 
"helping" the city leaders to decide 
major issues is beside the point. 
There needs to be separation be- 
tween the church and state. By 
including both in the same meeting, 
the purpose of the statement is com- 
pletely negated. 
Since I moved to South Carolina 
1 have noticed that lawmakers don't 
seem to respect and observe the 
writings of the Constitution. Pow- 
erful religious organizations, that 
are little more than political lobby- 
ist groups, are pulling the strings of 
our elected puppets. The Baptist 
Convention, made up of more than 
1,800 Baptist churches in this state, 
is making the laws and forcing its 
views on everyone, including people 
like myself that strongly disagree 
with church-run politics and do be- 
lieve the rights of the individual 
should be protected at all costs. 
Laws that have been proven un- 
constitutional in other state high 
courts still exist and thrive in this 
state. 
A prime example of this is the 
local statute that prevents drinking 
establishments within a specified 
distance from a church from serv- 
ing hard liquor. A short time ago a 
Massachusetts bar owner sued the 
state and had the law overturned by 
the state Supreme Court on the 
grounds of Constitutional freedom. 
An entrepreneur should not have to 
exert his or her time and money to 
fight a law that clearly violates the 
constitutional clause of separation 
of church and state. 
My next point is not a clear-cut 
as the issue of religion in schools 
but is a good example of how the 
Bible thumping psuedo-politicians 
want to limit the freedoms of South 
Carolina citizens. 
The issue of banning nude danc- 
ing will soon be presented to the 
state General Assembly. Rep. Mike 
Fair of Greenville, is quoted in last 
Saturday's edition of The Green- 
ville News as saying "As far as I 
know, there is nothing sociologi- 
cally or psychologically beneficiai 
by having pornography available." 
That statement may or may not be 
correct but his actions still infringe 
on individual freedom. Also, is 
Mike Fair qualified to make such a 
technical and medical statement? 
Why can't people in this state 
just accept that not all people have 
the same values and/or morals and 
let the Constitution work? Yes, I do 
understand that problems not re- 
lated to nudity may arise at a club 
that has nude dancers but those prob- 
lems are not what are being ad- 
dressed by Fair's bill. 
I think our legislators should 
work for the good of all instead of 
pleasing the Baptist Convention. 
For many state elected officials 1992 
is an election year. I would like to 
see my representatives take the word 
"BAN" out of their vocabulary and 
do something about issues that 
plague our local society as a whole 
like health care and restructuring 
insurance programs to make them 
affordable to the common taxpayer. 
I encourage all students to ex- 
press their views by writing their 
local elected representatives. 
dam ess 
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hand a group of people is a bastardization of the Gospel. 
I trust all students to consider their faith in evaluating whatever group 
they might choose to become a part of. I trust all students to consider 
their tradition, their scriptures, but also to use their minds and their 
experience to judge whatever issues confront them on this campus and in 
this community. I trust all faithful students to work for inclusiveness, to 
work for reconciliation, to work in forgiveness and to work out of love. 
Enoch Hendry 
An anniversary to regret 
To the editor, 
"A date which will live in infamy," said President Roosevelt of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. The U.S.A. had failed to be alert to the 
threat of sudden attack and 3581 were either killed or wounded as a 
result. Fifty years later we still remember and weep. Nineteen years 
have passed since another day of infamy in American history, the legal 
bombshell called Roe v. Wade, January 22, 1973. 
The casual ties in this war on the unborn are inconceivably greater: 
261,000,000 to date. More have been killed by abortion every 
hour(4000+) of every tragic day since then, than were lost at Pearl 
Harbor. Indeed, more have been killed by abortion than have been lost to 
all American wars - 20 times more! Who remembers these masses of 
forever stilled voices - these pearls bombed out of their safe harbor in the 
womb? Who weeps for them? 
Who will weep for those killed today and tomorrow and ... ? 
Jim Gundlach 
The Tiger Letter Policy 
AH letters to the editor must be no longer 
than two pages, typed double-space, and 
must include the author's correct name and 
ID number, address, and a phone number by 
which the author's identity can be verified. 
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We 
do, however, reserve the right to edit letters 
before they are published on the editorial 
pages. We also reserve the right to reject any 
letters that we find inappropriate for publica- 
tion. 
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial 
Editor, P.O. Box 2097, or bring them by the 
offices at Suite 906 of the University Union. 
Letters must be typed and received no later 
than 1 p.m. on the Wednesday prior to that 
Friday's issue. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
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The choice is yours... 
At last November's Clemson-Carolina game, cheer- 
leaders from both schools joined to send out a 
message that drinking and driving don't mix. 
DAYLIGHT 
Great variety of: 
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SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS 
SPECIALTY ACTS • TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE 
Kings Productions, the world's #l producer of entertainment, is holding 
auditions for the 1992 season at CAROWINDS, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. A variety of positions are available and a travel fee will be 
paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles to the park. 
CHARLOTTE, NC 
Saturday, January 25 
Carowinds 
Midway Music Hall 
1 -3 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts 
1-4 p.m. Characters, Escorts, Ushers 
3-4 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists, 
Technicians 
For additional information call: 
Carowinds Entertainment Dept. 704/588-2606 ext. 2400 
Kings Productions 800/544-5464 
KINGS  ISLAND     ■     KINGS   DOMINION     ■     CAROWINDS 
' i Kings Productions 
GREAT  AMERICA 
^^V-V-WA" 
University police hope to bring 
'CrimeStoppers' to Clemson 
by Anne McKenzie 
staff writer 
The University Police Depart- 
ment is hoping to plug into a crime- 
solving network being implemented 
in Pickens County, says John 
McKenzie, directorof public safety. 
CrimeStoppers is a program 
which provides the public with in- 
formation about crimes that have 
occurred in the area via television, 
radio and newspapers. Every crime 
profile is followed by a telephone 
number so that persons with infor- 
mation about a crime or suspect can 
speak to the appropriate authority. 
No one involved with the 
CrimeStoppers program has access 
to the names of callers, as anyone 
who provides information will be 
identified only by a number. If any 
information given should lead to 
the arrest and conviction of a pro- 
filed criminal, the caller receives a 
reward. The maximum reward is 
$1000. 
The program was officially 
implemented in Pickens County on 
Jan. 13. The base of operations is 
the Pickens County Sheriff's De- 
partment, which is linked to the 
nation-wide CrimeStoppers net- 
work. 
McKenzie stated that the first 
order of business would concern 
the attempted kidnapping of a stu- 
dent which occurred last semester. 
The case would be profiled by local 
radio stations and newspapers, and 
it is possible that a re-enactment of 
the crime would be broadcast by 
local television stations, giving the 
incident more public exposure and 
possibly resulting in additional clues 
to the identity of the alleged kid- 
napper. McKenzie believes that the 
program could expedite the solving 
of crimes as well as speed the re- 
covery of stolen property. 
WonderfulsCee-p By 
night 
TsUgant sofa By 
Hwy 93 across ^^^R^^ 
from Ingles       >X^^^^C^/ 
Call 654-6943 
Hand Crafted "Futon" 
mattresses 
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DUNN, from page one 
tenured or untenured faculty 
is not affected by the termina- 
tion. 
It is not a kept secret that 
the political science depart- 
ment has been divided for 
years. Dunn's affidavit, filed 
with the Greenville attorney 
Doug Churdar admits, 
"I've...experienced resistance 
from Edwin Coulter and 
Stephen Wainscott as they op- 
posed me and led others in 
opposing me also." 
Woodard stated, in his affi- 
davit, "He [Wainscott] has 
regularly mocked him for at- 
tending a Fundamentalist Bap- 
tist Church." He further added, 
"Coulter and Wainscott lob- 
bied Dean Waller for years to 
remove Chuck as department 
head and Dean Waller knew 
they disliked Chuck because 
of his religious beliefs. Fi- 
nally, Dean Waller decided to 
silence them by getting rid of 
Chuck Dunn." 
Waller denies these accu- 
sations, stating that the de- 
partment has a need for 
graduate-level teaching. "In 
order to have a director of a 
graduate program—graduate 
teaching experience is neces- 
sary." At current, only one 
political science professor is 
a graduate-level professor. 
Dunn does not have this. 
He did, however, possesses 
scores of other qualifications. 
His curriculum vitae is ex- 
tensive. Dunn has a B.S. in 
social science, M.S. and Ph.D. 
in political science. He has 
also published seven books, 
edited journals, written ar- 
ticles, conducted numerous 
speeches, lectures and ad- 
dresses and has authored sev- 
eral research publications. In 
addition, he is cited and 
quoted in over 20 national 
newspapers as well as in some 
international media. 
Max Lennon noted, " He is 
very highly respected profes- 
sionally." 
Woodard says, "Chuck's 
achievements, including the 
publication of numerous 
books, and his chairmanship 
of the J. William Fulbright 
Scholarship board, have put 
the University, and the politi- 
cal science department on the 
map." 
Dunn has spoken world- 




2 Oceanfront Motels 
•BROADWAY 2 block* 
to Bandshell & Boardwalk* 
•SEABREEZE-i block to 
SEABREEZE entertainment area    ff^^K 
POOLDECK PARTIES & LOUNGES ^^P 
DRINK, DANCE, AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS ^^^^ 
1-800-874-1822 Si 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Business Fraternity 
KAPPA TAU CHAPTER 
Invites Students of 
I Commerce and Industry 
to its Spring Rush 
Delta Sigma Pi is recognized internationally 
as a professional business fraternity. Men and 
women studying commerce and industry are 
encouraged to join an organization such as 
Delta Sigma Pi. Members benefit both profes- 
sionally and socially. Professional activities 
include plant tours, speakers, and the Career 
Expo. Friends of both sexes are made quickly 
during the 9 week pledge season. Each se- 
mester includes fundraisers, intramurals, and 
several social events. Come join us Monday, 
January 20. 
Monday Meet the chapter 
7:00 pm, Hunter Auditorium 
Tuesday & Wednesday Interviews 
assigned times, Sirrine 1 
Wednesday Speaker 
7:00 pm, McAdams Auditorium 
Thursday Pizza and Bowling 
5:00 pm, Edgar's 
Saturday Skits 
1:00 pm, Sirrine 1 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
REFERENDUM 
Vote on whether or not to 
change the Student Body 
President's Cabinet. 
Thursday, January 23 
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Students may earn B.S. 
New health major announced 
by Nancy Wilde 
staff writer 
The College of Nursing has re- 
cently announced a new major avail- 
able to students. It is called the 
Health Science Undergraduate De- 
gree Program, and it allows stu- 
dents toobtaina Bachelor of Science 
degree. This is a unique program. 
According to Dr. Cheryl Rainey, 
although health science is a part of 
the College of Nursing, it is quite 
different from nursing. Health sci- 
ence focuses on prevention as op- 
posed to treatment. Its goal is to try 
to keep people out of a health care 
situation. 
The health science major was 
added in order to meet the needs of 
students. There are already twenty 
students in this major, which just 
became available this semester. 
According to Rainey, the main 




from Business News Services 
Taco Belle Express has come to 
campus! Taco Bell Express, which 
is licensed to Clemson University, 
opened for business January 8,1992. 
The Taco Bell Express kiosk is lo- 
cated on the deck outside the East 
Campus Convenience Store. 
Taco Bell Express is open ex- 
tended hours and offers many of the 
menu items of fered in a full-size 
TACO BELL@ restaurant. Prices 
are comparable with other TACO 
BELLO restaurants. 
Taco Bell Express and Li'l Dino 
Subs (Li'l Dino Subs opened last 
fall) are Clemson University's first 
attempts in offering nationally rec- 
ognized branded food outlets on 
campus. "With the closing of John- 
stone Hall, Business Services saw a 
shift in the student population to the 
east side of campus. We recog- 
nized an immediate need for a food 
service operation on the East Cam- 
pus. Li'l Dino Subs and Taco Bell 
Express were the quickest, least 
expensive and most practical ways 
to provide a solution for this prob- 
lem,' said Paul Storey, Assistant 
Vice President for Business Ser- 
vices. 
In evaluating aftematives, it was 
necessary that the food outlets re- 
quire limited space, labor and food 
preparation. Obtaining a Taco Belle 
Express license and kiosk met all 
three considerations. Clemson is 
only the second university to use a 
Taco Bell Express kiosk. 
mote and teach people about health. 
Employers want their employees to 
be healthy and are developing 
wellness programs. These programs 
build morale and result in less em- 
ployee absenteeism. Many health 
science majors can find jobs direct- 
ing these wellness programs, which 
are becoming popular in many cor- 
porations and hospitals. 
Health science majors can also 
work as health educators in county 
and state health departments or in 
volunteer health agencies, such as 
the American Red Cross and the 
American Cancer Society. The 
health science major can be com- 
bined with business classes in prepa- 
ration for a career in health 
administration. It can also serve as 
a pre-professional program for stu- 
dents who want to go into physical 
therapy and medicine. 
Dr. Debra Broadwell-Jackson 









Contact Your Career Planning 
And Placement Center 
For Interview Times 
BB&T 
It's More Than A Bank. 
It's An Attitude: 
the program. Interested students are 
encouraged to contact one of them 
for an appointment. Dr. Broadwell- 
Jackson noted that two marketing 
surveys have shown that jobs in 
health science are available. She 
also noted that the College of Nurs- 
ing has been helpful in implement- 
ing the program. Dean Opal Hipps, 
who laid the groundwork for devel- 
oping the curriculum, has been es- 
pecially supportive. 
Carol Schwartz started offering 
health classes at Clemson in 1985. 
Since then, there has been a great 
demand for these classes. This se- 
mester, there are over 600 students 
taking health courses. These health 
electives are fun and popular be- 
cause they are relevant to the 
student's life. Three health elec- 
tives will be offered at each of the 
summer sessions this year. 
LJ U JN I\ r from page eight 
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES 
ROCK«COUNTRY*jAZZ»SOUL* CLASSICAL 
Full Selection of New CDs and 
Over 1000 Used CDs 
•T-Shirts 
ill • Posters 
• <3u Tta r Stri mgs 
• Imported CDs 
• IVt agazi n es 
• Blank lapes 
• Gift Certificates 
OPEN; MON-FRI 10 to 8 ♦ SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6 
200 VICTORIA SQUARE 
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE) 
654-4041 
10% OFF RAP AND SOUL 
•na)i oiwoi/va Nnu»HVdiivi Naano»ssoaaNVA uamm • 
wide in Moscow, Tel Aviv, 
Florence, Rome, Salzburg and 
Amsterdam among a host of 
others. This is part of the very 
reason for the alienation 
present in the department ac- 
cording to Waller. " Some 
members of the faculty resent 
that he is gone so much." 
Additionally, Waller stated, 
"He did not manage the de- 
partment well, people aren't 
disagreeing about religious 
orientation; people are dis- 
agreeing about decisions that 
have been made." 
Morris said, "We {the five 
opposing Dunn's reappoint- 
ment] choose not to defend 
ourselves...it's easy to get po- 
lemical." He did admit that 
their decision was not just 
about getting "new blood" but 
for the other administrative 
reasons. Morris and Duke, 
when queried if one of the five 
opposing Dunn sent the memo 
to the Charlotte Observer , 
firmly stated, "We don't deny 
it. We didn't do it!"  
Dunn says that he fells no 
anger or malice against his 
adversaries—but that he is 
hurt. Dunn feels his career is 
irreparably damaged. 
When queried as to 
whether religion has a place 
in the political science class- 
room, Dunn stated, "Politi- 
cal science deals with 
political thought and Ameri- 
can values. You can't under- 
stand Congress and politics 
without understanding some 
religious elements like reli- 
gious voting patterns." Dunn 
teaches a course, "Religion 
and Politics," that is taught 
at hundreds of universities. 
Dunn noted that it would be 
hard to avoid the subject of 
religion in this class. 
Waller said, "Nobody in- 
ternal will be considered" for 
Dunn's replacement. A 
seven-member search-and- 
screening committee is cur- 
rently looking at over 40 
applicants in a nationwide 
search to fill Dunn's chair. 
35 c 




















DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR 
MAY, 1992, GRADUATION 
IS JANUARY 28,1992 
Undergraduates who plan to graduate on 
May 8, 1992, should: 
1) Obtain a diploma application from the 
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. 
2) Make payment for any fees in Bursar's 
Office. (There is no charge for the 
diploma itself.) 
3) Return completed application to the 
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes. 
Note: Providing the information requested on the 
application, paying any fees, and returning 
the completed application to the Office of 
Student Records properly notifies the Uni- 




CLEMSON UNIVERSITY HOUSING 
Apartment Sign-up 
Residence Hall Sign-up 
February 20, and 21 
March 10,11 and 12 
Students currently residing in University Housing will receive a packet of housing 
materials the week of January 20th. Continuing students residing off campus now 
but desiring on-campus housing for Fall 1992 should stop by the Housing Office, 
200 Mell Hall after January 24th to pick up housing materials. 
( 
$95.00 Advance Housing Deposit Due 
On Or Before February 10,1992 I 






YEARS IN A ROW! 
FOR INFO, CALL 
656-2150 
3;Sl"liSl'llflil 
Ever Get A Pol Smashed? 
FRIENDS DON'! LEI FRIENDS DRIVE 
f»\* I U.S. Department of Transportation 
The Tiger January 17,19' 
Clemson graduate named finalist 
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (Special) — 
Kay Kirby, 23, daughter of Robert 
Kirby and Joan Kirby, Taylors, SC, 
and a graduate of Clemson Univer- 
sity, was recently chosen a finalist 
in the 1992 Maid of Cotton selec- 
tion. 
The 1992 Maid of Cotton, who 
will serve as the United States cot- 
ton industry's goodwill ambassa- 
dor on a six-month promotional tour 
in the US and Far East, was chosen 
Dec. 26-28 in Dallas. 
Kirby majored in language and 
international trade at Clemson and 
was a member of the Golden Key 
National Honor Society and Sigma 
Tau Epsilon Honor Society. 
She is one of two South Carolina 
young women participating in the 
national selection. The other final- 
ist is Debra Degner, 21, 
Spartanburg, and a senior at the 
University of South Carolina. 
In addition to representing the 
industry in promotional activities, 
the Maid of Cotton receives a 
$10,000 educational award by vir- 
tue of a grant to The Cotton Foun- 
dation       from       Ciba-Geigy 
Corporation. The Maid of Cotton 
also receives a special Maid of Cot- 
ton wardrobe featuring all-cotton 
designs from Jan Barboglio Incor- 
porated of Dallas. The designs will 
be showcased throughout the year 
in appearances across the United 
States and the Far East. 
The 1992 Maid of Cotton will 
make her first official appearance 
in the nationally televised Cotton 
Bowl Parade on New Year's Day. 
Support the Tigers! 
Sun., January 26,1992 
2:30 -4:30 p.m. 
Palmetto Ballroom 
3:00-5:00 p.m. 





The director for Career Expo 1992 to 
be held next fall. 
Obligations: Must organize a career 
fair for the student body that will include 
over 90 corporations. 
* Great experience 
* Inquire in the Student Government office. 
fc: 
MOB 
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Fraternity donates efforts 
to handicapped support 
from News Services 
CLEMSON- Charlie White, di- 
rector of the Clemson University 
Outdoor Laboratory and an associ- 
ate professor in Parks, Recreation 
nd Tourism Management, ac- 
cepted a check recently from the 
chairman of Pi Kappa Phi PUSH 
(People Understanding the Severely 
Handicapped) chairman Thomas 
Poole. 
Members of the fraternity have 
donated time and money to build- 
ing projects at the Outdoor Labora- 
tory to benefit the handicapped 
citizens attending camps at the site 
during summer months. 
The final check from the Clem- 
son chapter of PUSH brought the 
total contributions from Pi Kappa 






January 19, 1992 
Columbia, SC 
March: 
Beginning at 12:30 
from Saxon Homes and 
Gonzales Gardens. 
Rally: 
Begins at 2:15p.m. at the 
State House 
Committee For more 
tnffnnnn information call: 











525 College Ave. 
Christine Wilke, D.C. 
Palmer Graduate 
• AUTO ACCIDENT 
• SPORTS INJURIES 
•INJURED AT WORK 
• INSURANCE WELCOME 
Garry Van Romer, D.C. 
Palmer Graduates 
(Mo«t«rCatd) 
653-3211 For Emergencies Call 654-0443 
(Between C & S Bank and Hess Gas Station) 
PLAY Your way to a FREE weekend 
at Virginia Tech February 28-March 1 
to complete regionally! 







Tuesday, January 28, 7 pm, $3, Games Area 
Wednesday, January 29, 7 pm, $2, Games Area 
Wednesday, January 22, 7 pm, $3, Games Area 
(4-member mixed* recreation team - best 5/6 games) 
Thursday, January 30, 7 pm, $2, Games Area 
(Bring chess sets & clocks) 
Tuesday, January 21, 7 pm, $2 Games Area 
Thursday, January 23, 7 pm, $2 each, Edgar's 
* (Partners) 
(For Students ONLY, with a minimum accumulative 2.0 GPA) 







Tuesday, January 28 at 8:00 
in Tillman Auditorium 
Free 
Rolling Stone 
College Entertainer Of The Year 
1989 
* Attention Funded Orgs 
Please pick up SG budget packets 
inside SG 
Jan. 18th - 31st 
Sign up for bgt hearings 
Jan. 22-31st 
If Your Org. Would Like Funding, Please Comply 
NO LATE SIGN UPS 
FOR HEARINGS 
ACCEPTED 
Questions? Call SG Offices at 656-2195 
^SBa BH WB& BS g"5™ 
SUB S^B ■UHWl'U 




*, UNION iTLIGHT 
CDCC Presents: 
Johnny Winter 
January 18, 8 pm 
$14.50 Tillman Auditorium 
Robin Crow 
February 21, 8 pm 




January 13,15, 20, 22, 27, 29 February 3, 5 
$175.00 
Monday - Fike Pool 7:30-10 pm 
Wednesday - Union 704 7:00-10 pm 
Glamour Workshop 
January 28 & 30 6-8 pm 
$3.00 Palmetto Ballroom 
( A facial clinic and a makeover) 
Tom Deluca - Hypnotist 
January 28, 8 pm 
FREE Tillman Auditorium 
Pauly Shore 
February 19, 8 pm 
$2 in advance, $3 at door 
Tillman Auditorium 







li |3 ;» 
Snow Skiing 
Gatlinbtirg, TN 
January 31 - February 2 
$49.95 






Cultural Arts Events: 
The Chinese Acrobats 
January 22, 8 pm 
$8 adult    $6 student 
Tillman Auditorium 
Christopher Hollyday 
February 29, 7 pm 




January 17 9:00 pm 
$3.00 in advance 
$5.00 at door 
Contenders 
January 30 9:00 pm 
$3.00 at door 
Carl Rosen 
February 6 9:00 pm 
$3.00 in advance 




$4.00 a team 
6:30-9:30 
Prizes will be awarded 











7:00 &r 9:15 
$2.00 
ROBIN y''   JEFF 
WILLIAMS   %, BRIDGES 
RHEBfe A IRISTARRHKASI: jlj^R 
Sunday 
Free Flick 
7:00 & 9:15 
KEVIN 
BACON 
They say there's 
nothing new 
under the sun. 
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Cape Fear and Beast best of season 
by Chris Moore 
staff writer 
A great way to get out of the cold on a 
January evening is by going to see one of the 
many movies that invaded the big screen 
toward the close of 1991. 
1. Beauty and the Beast: A wonderful 
and enchanted fairy tale that will become an 
instant classic. With characters like Gaston, 
the musclebound womanizer, Beauty and 
the Beast takes a worn-out fable, and creates 
an interesting and heartwarming story that— 
with the help of the musical artists behind 
The Little Mermaid — could give any of the 
popular musicals of today a run for their 
money. RATING: ***** 
2. Cape Fear: Martin Scorsese continues 
the Hitchcock tradition with this remake of 
the 1962 J. Lee Thompson film of the same 
name. The movie is about ex-convict Max 
Cady, played by Robert De Niro, who seeks 
revenge on his former lawyer, Sam Bowden 
(Nick Nolte), by terrorizing the Bowden fam- 
ily. Throughout Cape Fear, Scorsese flaw- 
lessly combines many different symbolic 
images with visual cinematic techniques to 
create certain moods or to heighten certain 
feelings during the film. He does this to enact 
the same melodramatic effect that is a famil- 
iar staple in many of Alfred Hitchcock's 
movies. De Niro pulls in a first-rate perfor- 
mance as the demented Cady. His character 
misinterprets the Bible for his own vengeful 
tactics, and actually believes that he is saving 
the lawyer's soul by threatening to rape 
Bowden's wife and daughter. Cady turns out 
to be one of the most evil villains to hit the 
silver screen in quite a while (excluding 
Hannibal Lecter, of course). RATING: * * * 
* * 
3. The Prince of Tides: Barbara Streisand 
directs and stars in this film based on Pat 
Conroy's best-selling book. The movie is 
about Tom Wingo (Nick Nolte), a cynical 
Southerner who must travel to New York 
City to help comfort his suicidal sister. In 
order for her psychiatrist, Dr. Lowenstein 
(Streisand), to better understand why Wingo's 
sister would try to take her own life, Tom 
must dig up the dysfunctional and sometimes 
shocking elements of their troubled child- 
hood, so he and the doctor can help with the 
recovery of his sister's mental well-being, as 
well as relieve his own pent-up frustrations 
with the past. Although Streisand shows a 
bias towards intimate, but sappy, playfulness 
within many of the scenes, the impact of one 
particular scene where Wingo reminisces 
about a major incident from his family' s past 
(1. to r.)Peyton meets the unsuspicious Claire Bartel in Hollywood 
Pictures' new suspense thriller The Hand That Rocks the Cradle. 
will probably leave the biggest impression on 
the moviegoer. RATING: * * * * 1/2 
4.Bugsy : Warren Beatty stars in this film 
which is based loosely on the life of Ben 
"Bugsy" Siegel, the famous gangster. Annette 
Bening plays the role of Virginia Hill, a sexy 
movie actress who loves playing hard to get 
with the well-known hoodlum. The movie's 
story revolves around Siegel's love for power 
and fame, and how he tries to shake his 
gangster image for the more glamorous im- 
age of a Tinseltown movie star. With Bugsy, 
Barry Levinson creates a tainted portrait of a 
guy who is both debonair and psychotic, and 
in effect shows how Siegel's lust for a little 
glory would drive him over the edge and 
inadvertently be the cause of his own down- 
fall. Beatty creates a good performance as the 
somewhat crazy Siegel, but because of the 
extreme overuse of light on his face through- 
out many of the scenes in the film, Beatty 
loses some of the believability that he works 
so hard at getting. RATING: * * * * 
S.StarTrek VI: The Undiscovered Coun- 
try : The old crew from the starship Enter- 
prise go on one last outing to see that a 
peaceful reconciliation between the Klingons 
and the Federation goes through without any 




by Michael C. King 
assistant Time-out editor 
Johnny Winter will grace the Clemson 
campus with his presence tomorrow night in 
Tillman Auditorium. 
Winter, with special guests the Electric 
City Blues Band, will perform a number of 
heavy, down-home Texas blues hits loaded 
with fantastic guitar licks. 
He is touring to support his new Point 
Blank/Charisma album, Let Me In. 
See the 23-year veteran lay down some 
boogie, blues, and good house rock and roll 
by calling the Box Office at 656-2461. Tick- 
ets are only $14.50 and showtime is at 8 p.m. 
This concert is presented by Clemson 
University and Horizon Productions and spon 
sored by Edge magazine and the upstate's 
Classic Rock 101. 
Students open 
local club 
by Michael C. King 
assistant Time-out editor 
A couple of enterprising young Clem- 
son students will be filling a void in the 
Tri-county area beginning Friday, Janu- 
ary 24. Darryl Robinson and Marvin 
Conyers are the co-owners and operators 
of a new jazz/blues club located just out- 
side of Clemson. 
The club, entitled Black and Blues, 
will celebrate its grand opening with a 
bang. The Abe White Affair, a jazz/blues 
band out of Charleston, will be perform- 
ing live. A buffet style setup consisting of 
various types of finger foods will be of- 
fered along with complimentary cham- 
pagne. Also, everyone who attends 
opening night will receive a one year 
membership to the club, which would 
normally be 25 dollars. The cover charge 
of ten dollars is a pittance when consider- 
ing these details. 
At first glance the name of the club 
might seem to describe the patrons as 
well as the selection of music. Not so, 
according to Robinson, the club is for 
"everybody...music is the common de- 
nominator." 
The club is primarily offered not only 
because other clubs concentrating on jazz 
and blues are at least an hour away, stu- 
dents and workers in the area need a 
different place to relax. Of course, other 
clubs are in the area, but they concentrate 
on the classic rock and roll format, which 
would not be everyone's first choice to 
relax with. 
The club will be offering more than 
just jazz. Black and Blues will be a bi- 
level establishment. Upstairs will be a 
lounge with a grill serving hot dogs, ham- 
burgers, wings, fried cheese and the like. 
A dance floor will be located downstairs. 
The best in dance music will be of- 
fered on Thursday and Friday nights with 
the relaxing jazz/blues format reserved 
for Saturday and Sunday nights. 
Black and Blues is located on High- 
way 123 between Clemson and Seneca 
where the old nursery, Come Play With 
Me, used to be located. It is down a short 
hill, but is right off the road, so spotting it 
will not be difficult. 
Visit Clemson's newest club, every- 
one is invited and as Robinson puts it, 
"This is the place to come if you want to 
be pampered." 
1991 saw wide variety of musical performances 
by Richard Challen 
staff writer 
As a goodbye to 1991, The Ti- 
ger takes final look at the best and 
worst albums of the past year. 
THE BEST: 
1.. Guns N' Roses - Use Your 
Illusion I and //. Amid all the 
hype, overexposure and contro- 
versy, GN'R came through with a 
startling collection of thirty tracks, 
as brilliant, confusing, offensive, 
and absorbing as the band itself. 
2. Extreme - Extreme 
ILPornograffiti. The biggest 
left-field hit of the year gave depth 
and maturity, not to mention an 
incredible new guitar hero named 
Nuno Bettencourt, to the world of 
mainstream rock. 
3. R.E.M. - Out Of Time. With 
total disregard for current fashions 
and marketing schemes, a down- 
beat, uncommercial release from 
four weird Georgia guys hit Num- 
ber One anyway. 
4. Metallica - Metallica. Her- 
alded as a return to basics, the fifth 
full-length release from this pre- 
miere thrash quartet was also an 
adventurous step forward, experi- 
menting with shorter songs and 
gentler textures without sacrificing 
any of the band's explosive power 
and vision. 
5. Sting - The Soul Cages. 
Rarely has catharsis sounded as 
good as when rock's Renaissance 
man turned inward for this highly 
personal, deeply moving medita- 
tion on his father's death and his 
own morality. 
6. Nirvana - Nevermind. High- 
decibel guitar grunge made a return 
to the charts, thanks to a three-man 
outfit from Seattle who managed to 
mix thrash, punk and melody in an 
energetic and engrossing package. 
7. Prince & The N.P.G. - Dia- 
monds And Pearls. Backed by his 
strongest band in years, the wizard 
of Paisley Park created a true 
songwriter's album, one that ran 
the gamut of black music from jazz 
to funk and redefined his genius all 
over again. 
8. Genesis - We Can't Dance. 
After an extended vacation, the 
original art rockers made up for lost 
time with a near-perfect blend of 
socially-conscious lyricism, darkly 
atmospheric production, and good 
old-fashioned pop sensibilities. 
9. Skid Row - Slose To The 
Grind. Those expecting another lite- 
metal offering from New Jersey 
were rudely surprised by this raw, 
smoking slab of hard rock that pulled 
no punches and offered no compen- 
sation for Top 40 radio. 
10. P.M. Dawn - Of The Heart, 
Of The Soul, and Of The Cross: 
The Utopian Experience. With 
mellow grooves and effortless har- 
monies, these two spiritual 
wordmeisters scored the most sur- 
prising rap success of the year and 
created a whole new genre in their 
wake. . 
THE WORST: 
1. Paula Abdul - Spellbound. 
Leaving no cliche unturned and no 
hook unrecycled, the queen of com- 
mercialism sold millions with an 
album so calculated it had no right 
to be called music. 
2. Hammer - Too Legit To Quit. 
But go ahead and quit anyway. 
3. BulletBoys - Freakshow. The 
latest from a long line of hair-metal 
bands was not just stupid, but of- 
fensive as well. 
4. Marky Mark & The Funky 
Bunch - Music For The People. 
Two words for this white-bread, 
pseudo-New Kid who surrounds 
himself with black people to pass 
for authentic and gets hits ruining 
perfectly good Lou Reed songs: 
Vanilla Ice. 
5. Color Me Badd - C.M.B. Not 
since the Bee Gees has a group had 
so much success sounding so 
wimpy. 
Some of the other great moments 
of 1991 included ten albums that 
were released to little fanfare but 
still deserve a good listen: Alice In 
Chains - Facelift, Enuff Z'Nuff - 
Strength, Happy Mondays- Thrills, 
Pills & Bellyaches, Eric Johnson - 
Ah Via Musicom, King's X - Faith 
Hope Love By King's X, Pearl Jam- 
Ten and Sea]-Scal. 
^aa 
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Live recordings appeal 
to die-hard followers 
by Richard Challen 
staff writer 
Live albums have always been a mixed 
bag for artists and buyers alike. Not as ea- 
gerly anticipated as original material, nor as 
final as greatest-hits packages, concert re- 
cordings are inevitably released to fi II the gap 
between studio albums, appealing mostly to 
die-hard fans hungry for product. Occasion- 
ally, a definitive work surfaces (The Allman 
Brothers Band's Filmpre East, Frampton 
Comes Alive!, Rush's Exit Stage Left), but, 
judging from the current glut of live record- 
ings, exceptions are few. 
INXS was aiming for some sort of state- 
ment with Live Baby Live, a collection that 
supposedly spans ten years of concerts from 
fifteen cities around the world. The docu- 
mentary-style editing (snippets of band chat- 
ter and bizarre outtakes between songs, p' s 
a lone studio track thrown in the middle) is 
similar to U2's ill-fated Rattle And Hum. 
Most of the album plays it safe, with few 
surprises; six songs from Kick, four more 
from X, and Michael Hutchence, as usual, 
oozes charisma over every one of them (even 
during his Jim Morrison phase). About the 
only shocking fact that Live Baby Live re- 
veals is how faceless the band behind 
Hutchence has become. 
Always competent on record, the rest of 
INXS can barely keep up with their frontman 
in concert, slopping through rhythms and 
losing the tension so crucial to "Need You 
Tonight"   and   "Suicide 
ingly long exercise in bad mixing, lifeless 
playing, and headache-causing sludge, you 
deserve more than a few hurrahs yourself. 
Along with the Neil Peart rip-off of a drum 
solo (6:31) and "Poor Boy Blues" (8:15), 
there are also four pristine new tracks tacked 
on as a "bonus," perhaps a reminder that 
anybody can sound decent in a big studio. 
If you are masochistic enough to si t through 
Swallow This Live, reward yourself with Eric 
Clapton's 24Nights, which at least has enough 
moments of glory to renew a certain amount 
of faith in live albums. Recorded at London's 
Albert Hall with no overdubs, this collection 
has its low points (a curiously flat "Badge," 
too many blues jams, and a $30 price tag), but 
it also has great versions of "Bad Love" and 
"Wonderful Tonight," plus enough incred- 
ible guitar solos to strengthen Slowhand's 
already formidable reputation. 
Clapton's playing is top-notch through- 
out, cutting through the orchestral trappings 
of "Bell Bottom Blues," crying out in pas- 
sionate displays on "Old Love," and explod- 
ing on an angry "Sunshine Of Your Love." 
Unfortunately, fifteen tracks cannot accu- 
rately capture the whole spectacle of these 
Albert Hall shows. In a situation where three 
or four albums would be ideal, the double set 
is just too sparse to provide anything more 
than a brief smattering from each perfor- 
mance. 
24 Nights may be better than average, but, 
like most live recordings, it still leaves you 
feeling that you had to be there. 
Blonde." It does make a state- 
ment, though probably not the 
one INXS intended. 
Band problems appear to 
have caused the demise of 
Poison, whose new release 
Swallow This Live has be- 
come their unexpected "last 
hurrah." If you can swallow 
both CDs of this excruciat- 
Album Ratings 
INXS ** 1/2 
Poison * 
Eric Clapton ***l/2 
Wild and crazy guy! 
Steve Martin (right) loses a daughter and gains a mid-life crisis in 
the new comedy Father of the Bride. Kimberly Williams co-stars 
as the bride-to-be, along with Diane Keaton and Martin Short. 
I want a new MTV...Censorship masks artistic expression 
Recently, several music videos have been 
denied the privilege of being shown on tele- 
vision, primarily MTV. Since a plethora of 
really bad, cheesy videos are being shown on 
MTV, one may ask: "What does it take to 
disqualify one of these videos?" Well, some 
obvious no-nos are explicit sex, extreme lan- 
guage and violence, and occult worship. 
Two of the more recent airplay rejections 
have been dealt Public Enemy for "By the 
Time I Get to Arizona" and Soundgarden for 
"Jesus Christ Pose." 
Public Enemy was denied airplay because 
of the violence depicted against some politi- 
cians in Arizona who refused to recognize a 
holiday in memory of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. 
It seems to be a true expression of the 
anger many individuals, not limited to mi- 
norities, feel about the blatant racist attitudes 
of more than one politician in the state of 
Arizona. 
Soundgarden was turned down because 
the video contained too many Christian sym- 
bols. What, Christian symbols in a video 
about Jesus? How dare they?! A problem 
should not exist with sacraments. The Bible 
has single-handedly influenced more people 
than any other piece of literature. If the Good 
Book has affected so many people, what is 
the matter with showing the results of that 
influence by having a few crosses? 
As Chris Murdy, of Rolling Stone maga- 
zine, points out, "If you're going to use an 






Madonna dancing in front of it." Murdy is 
referring to Madonna's "Like A Prayer," 
which would seem to violate a couple of 
MTV's standards, yet was overplayed by the 
network. 
As some groups have proven time and 
time again, social conscious bands have 
achieved, and will continue to achieve suc- 
cess, because there is an intelligent audience 
out there who wants to hear straightforward, 
truthful music: music that expresses an opin- 
ion and has feeling. This type of music is real 
life. 
Today most people would like to see these 
real life issues in the form of music video. A 
great percentage of Americans have relied on 
television as theirprimary source of informa- 
tion. 
A depiction of real life on MTV includes 
a fancy, colorful wardrobe and hordes of 
beautiful people frolicking gaily. And they 
all know how to dance remarkably well. Who 
needs this? 
On the other hand, parents do not want 
their children to see real life on television. 
Since denying kids the right to watch MTV 
would be an impossibility, an alternative 
suggestion must be offered. 
A late night segment featuring straight- 
forward videos would not be feasible be- 
cause of several versions that currently exist 
on MTV (Headbanger's Ball, 120 Minutes, 
and Buzz Clip). These are successful but are 
not enough. 
What are open-minded individuals (with 
jobs) supposed to watch at a normal hour of 
the day? A possible suggestion exists that 
could satisfy the tight-assed conservatives 
and the normal, progressive thinking major- 
ity of the world. 
Pay-movie channels, such as HBO, 
Cinemax, Showtime and others, are extremely 
successful. Even a pay cable comedy channel 
has shown signs of success. Why not a 24- 
hour music video channel? For the conserva- 
tives, do not subscribe to the channel in order 
to keep the offensive material out of your 
homes. For every one else, a piddling monthly 
fee would be a small price to pay to see good 
strong music videos without so many com- 
mercial inteixuptions. 
The company who invests in this venture 
is sure to see a profit from the combination of 
channel subscriptions and commercial sales 
since HBO and the like seem to be surviving 
nicely without any commercials whatsoever. 
If the brains behind this new "MWMTV" 
(Music With a Message Television) plays 
their cards right, they can have a huge follow- 
ing that enjoys staying tuned to strong music 
videos and some select "Clio award win- 
ning" commercials for a long time to come. 
Bill Cosby takes readers back to Childhood 
by Amy Henderson 
Time-out editor 
For a break from reading schol- 
arlyjour..di&,r/?e Philosophy ofMan 
or Calculus for Engineering Stu- 
dents pick up a copy of Bill Cosby' s 
latest publication, Childhood. 
This light-hearted book reveals 
what it was like for a young Wil- 
liam to grow up in the projects 
playing stickball in the streets until 
Mom finally dragged him home for 
supper, which was usually cold by 
the time they made it there. 
One entire chapter is devoted to 
horror stories about sharing a bed 
with his bed-welling younger 
brother. Cosby says he stayed up 
late night after night defending his 
side of the bed and fighting over 
who had crossed over the other 
brother's line. 
He talks about his father who 
stayed out late drinking (or was that 
book review 
Rating: .  **** 
Eddie Murphy's Raw!) and his 
grandmother who taught him to 
keep his elbows off the dinner table. 
Cosby says he now finds him- 
self of the other side of childhood 
with his own six children.  He be- 
lieves times have changed so that 
today's children expect their par- 
ents to entertain them. "Children 
didn't become bored until June of 
1963," he says. 
When Cosby was a young boy in 
the 1940's, he says he found things 
to do by using his imagination. He 
blames the boredom of children 
today on the advent of television. 
The book gives insight into the 
playtime and innocence of 
yesteryear's generation, when boo- 
merangs and yo-yos were first in- 
troduced. Cosby says he and his 
friends, Fat Albert and Weird 
Harold, once spent several hours 
trying to retrieve a nickel from a 
street sewer drain using only a piece 
of bubblegum stuck to the end of a 
string. 
He also includes some hilarious 
anecdotes about his first crush, 
smoking in the boys'room, his glo- 
rious moments as a school crossing 
guard and all the fights he got into 
after school only to get beaten to a 
pulp. 
Cosby laughs about the several 
times his grade school vice-princi- 
pal told him to give up his dreams of 
becoming a public speaker, ironi- 
cally, and learn a real trade. One of 
his teachers told him to try to be less 
of a little comedian. 
Anyone who was ever a child 
can relate to this comic relief from 
adulthood. The only complaint 
about Childhood lies in the length, 
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To be: Fr. 
Type of race 
  jump 
The  (Mt. range) 
Mine-boring tool 






Comedienne Ann   




us  Collegiate 
Vena   
Mr. Gershwin 
City, in Kentucky 
Letters engraved on 
a tombstone 
All together (2 wds 
Carpentry joint 


















Henry R.   
Society of dentists 
Native of Lhasa 
CW8829 
13 Part of ancient 
Italy 
14 Female prophet 
21 Maize bread 
24 Harmony of 
,)  relation 
26 Rubber band - 
28 Site of 1945 
conference 
30 Directed toward 
32 Prefix for 
withstanding 




39 Student, e.g. 




45 Dealers in cloth 
48 Mailing necessities 
51 City in Germany 
52 Nighttime noise 
55 Tennis great 
Arthur  
56 "Darn it!" 
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20th & 21st 






The Deadly Crankdogs 
Doghouse 
Reggae With Harambe 
Wild Men From Borneo 
The Next Move 
Be On The Look-Out For Upcoming Promotions 
TD'S Asks You To Party Responsibly And 
Know When To Say When. 
TD'S Weekly Specials 
Tuesdays - Come Sing-A-Long Karaoke Style With Ed From 9 pm Until The Cows Come Home 
Wednesdays -1/2 Price Combo Baskets 4-8 pm 
Fridays - Semi-Famous Wings $1.99/Basket 4-8 pm 
Check For Our Daily Lunch Specials 
Coming Soon To TD'S - Frozen Drinks!! 
Try Our Import Beers Of The Month! 




Two Rooms pays 
tribute to songwriters 
by Amy Henderson 
Time-out editor 
Two Rooms: Celebrating the 
Songs of Elton John and Bernie 
Taupin contains hits performed 
by a wide variety of artists from 
yesterday and today. Included on 
this musical anthology are Eric 
Clapton, Sting, The Who, John 
Bon Jovi, and Sinead O'Connor. 
Clapton begins the tribute with 
his own bluesy rendition of 'Bor- 
der Song.' He adds his unique 
guitar rhythms, but keeps the pi- 
ano in the background for a tradi- 
music review 
Rating: *** 
tional Elton John sound. Kate 
Bush follows with 'Rocket Man' 
to which she adds her little girl, 
high-pitched voice, keyboards 
and pipes to create an etheral 
melody. 
One of the best songs on the 
CD, or at least the most contem- 
porary, is 'Daniel' performed by 
Wilson Phillips. This is Phillips' 
best release yet. This is also the 
group's first appearance on an 
album with their fathers' group 
TheBeachBoys. TheBeachBoys 
pay tribute to John and Taupin 
with 'Crocodile Rock,' although 
the beat is not their usual style. 
The song is much to quick and 
lively for a group used to singing 
'California Dreaming' and 'Help 
Me Rhonda.' 
The Who ironically sings on 
the CD a song that appeared on 
one of their own earlier albums: 
'Saturday Night's Alright (For 
Fighting).' They throw in a few 
extra lyrics at the end for a per- 
sonal touch, however. 
Another of Two Room's best 
is John Bon Jovi's performance 
of 'Levon.' This was a perfect 
choice for him many of his own 
songs are stories about 
individual's lives. 'Levon's' lyr- 
ics should have been written for 
Bon Jovi in the first place. 
Daryl Hall and John Oats do a 
70's sounding remake of 'Phila- 
delphia Freedom' and say they 
chose this one because it sums up 
the way they feel about the town 
of Philadelphia. Each artist or 
group has provided a statement 
about why they chose their par- 
ticular Elton John or Bernie 
Taupin song, or how they feel the 
two songwriters influenced them. 
Sinead O'Connor sings a 
slowed down version of 'Sacri- 
fice' and comments "I can't be- 
lieve no one did 'Candle in the 
Wind.'" This is followed by 
George Michael performing a live 
version of 'Tonight.' 
The best singing on the entire 
release comes from Oleta Adams 
in 'Don't Let the Sun Go Down 
on Me,' with a gospel choir effect 
in the background. Tina Turner 
and Rod Stewart also appear on 
the anthology. Of course, even 
without all the great singers and 
musicians, the words of Elton 
John and Bernie Taupin would 
still live on as classics. 
Staff Picks 
The top fifteen* 
movies of 1991: 
1. Beauty and the Beast 
2. Robin Hood: Prince of 
Thieves 
3. City Slickers 
4. Silence of the Lambs 
5. Terminator II 
6. Point Break 
7. Boyz n' the Hood 
8. Cape Fear 
9. Dead Again 
10. The Prince of Tides 
11. Bugsy 
12. Doc Hollywood 
13. Star Trek VI 
14. New Jack City 
15. Thelmaand Louise 
* in no particluar order 
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WIN FREE MOVIE TICKETS! 
The Films and Video Committee 
proudly presents the Moviegoer Trivia 
Contest. The first four people to 
correctly answer the trivia question will 
each receive a free pass to one of the 
movies showing at the Y-Theater. Each 
answer entry must include the entrant's 
name, mailing address, and local 
telephone, and must be mailed to Box 
4691 at the University Post Office. All 
entries must be received before January 
23.  Only one entry per person, and only 
one winner per month. The winners' 
names will be printed in the next issue 
of The Tiger. 
This Week's Movie Trivia Question: 
What popular actor appears in 
two of this holiday season's 
major motion pictures? 
Confidence 
Every Successful Person Has It- 
How Can You Acquire It? 
Experience 
A Prerequisite in Today's Job 
Market! 
Gain Both, Working 3 to 5 nights a week for prestigious 
Colleges and Universities 
Help Universities/Colleges and gain business experience. If you are ma- 
ture, reliable and speak articulately, we will train you to be a PROFICIENT 
Caller and Fundraiser. 
$5.25/hour 
Call 
FUND-RAISING AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC. 
3921 CLEMSON BLVD. 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621 
231-7104 
FREE 6UIDE TO SPRING BREAK '92 






And Incredible Edibles 
654-8600 
Wed. is Student Day $1°° Off All Plates 
Call for Daily Soup Specials! 
Try Clemson's Only Monster Sub 
Sandwich! Bet You Can't Eat A Whole One! 
110-2 Calhoun St. 
Clemson 
Call Ahead For Quick Pick-Up! 
Coming Soon Meals To Go!  
ou're Invited to 
the 30th 
Anniversary Party at    ) 
the World's #1 | 
Spring Break 
Destination, on the 
Hottest beach on earth, 
Feb. 22 - April 19,1992! | 
Call 1-800-854-1234 
for your FREE 
30th Anniversary 
Official Spring 
Break 1992 Guide! 
DESTINATION DAYTON A 
Convention & Visitor's Bureau 
P.O. Box910 
Daytona Beach, FL 32115 
KM 
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MOVIES, from page 13 
problems. The even numbered 
sequels have always been the better 
movies, and this sixth and hope- 
fully final installment of the series 
lives up to its number. There are 
several inside jokes about many of 
the quirks of the Star Trek phenom- 
enon in this new film. Plus there is 
one scene that Will blow your mind, 
because it uses some very intricate 
special effects to show violence 
from a whole different perspective. 
Star Trek 6 is a joyous ride through 
the cosmos of an imagined future, 
and in this effort it is comforting to 
see that this last installment could 
end on such a peaceful and humor- 
ous note. RATING: * * * 1/2 
6. The Addams Family : The 
casting is perfectly spooky, the vi- 
suals are adorably ooky, but the 
story is a little too kooky in The 
Addams Family. Although this film 
has a wonderful cast and is directed 
by the visualistic cinematographer, 
Barry Sonnenfeld, the script turns 
out to be just a combination of in- 
terrelated punchlines that were 
thrown together to make a story. 
Because the characters are so entic- 
ing and lovable, you learn to over- 
look the apparent lack of plot, but 
the introduction of a real storyline 
would have made the movie a much 
better picture. It is still a very differ- 
ent and funny movie. 
RATING: * * * 
7. Father of the Bride : Steve 
Martin plays a nervous father who 
must struggle through the trials and 
tribulations of organizing his 
daughter's wedding in this film, 
which is a remake of the 1950 clas- 
sic starring Spencer Tracy in the 
lead role. This movie is in the same 






funny moments and sad moments; 
and it is the perfect vehicle for Steve 
Martin's ability to convey, in just a 
few facial expressions, exactly what 
he's thinking about. 
RATING: * * * 
8. Hook : The main concept for 
this movie was "What if Peter Pan 
grew up?" It is a valid and imagina- 
tive concept, but because Speilberg 
tries to jerk too much emotion out 
of you through the use of John Wil- 
liams' enticing but uneventful mu- 
sic, he only diminishes the magic 
and wonder associated with the 
ori ginal story of Peter Pan. Because 
Julia Roberts fails to convey the 
real spirit of the character of 
Tinkerbell, and Dustin Hoffman is 
too short and not aggressive enough 
to play the role of Captain Hook, 
the movie comes off unbalanced , 
and ends up with Robin Williams 
carrying much of the movie's 
weight. RATING: * * 1/2 
9. The Last Boy Scout: Bruce 
Willis plays an ex-CIA agent who 
teams up with a former football 
star, played by Damon Wayans, to 
uncover a conspiracy that is at the 
very core of one of this nation's 
favorite pastimes, professional foot- 
ball. Although the action is breath- 
taking, and the jokes are plentiful, 
this movie comes off as a dark sat- 
ire with only a few bright spots 
visible to the viewer. No one seems 
to care in the film, and although this 
type of dark humor makes this 
movie an unconventional action 
picture, it still does not have the 
spirit or emotion of a Die Hard or 
Indiana Jones type of movie. In- 
stead, the movie comes off as a 
David Lynch version of 48 Hours. 
RATING: * * 1/2 
Crossword Puzzle 
Answers, from page 13 
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DAYLIGHT 
DONUTS 
Great variety of: 






V Open 7am-Midnlght 
C^ Mon.-Sat. 
EAT IN OR 
TAKE OUT 
101 Keith St. 





Immediate Openings • Part Time Evenings 
35mm Experience Preferred 
Transportation A Must 
^ Call 654-8019 ^ 
Underclassmen Preferred 
Need A Spring Break? 
^Treat Yourself To A 
Barefoot Bahamas 
Spring Break 
The Ultimate Sailing Experience 
Movie 
Ratings 
1. Beauty and the Beast 
***** 
2. Cape Fear 
***** 




5. Star Trek VI 
***l/2 
6. The Addams Family 
*** 

















WITH VALID I.D. CARD 
GDUD SERVICE, GOOD FOOD, 
GOOD PRICES 
Dreakfast Anytime 
1001 Tiger Blvd. 054-4101 
Call 1-800-359-9808 Today 
Caribe Tours Presents 
ppring Break Tours 
Ft. Lauderdale / Freeport Bahamas 
6 Days / 5 Nights 
Included: 
All Hotel Accommodations And 
Round Trip Cruise Tickets 




Limited Availability  
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Counseling Center 
helps students combat 
post-holiday blues 
CLEMSON—Now that Clemson is back in 
session, the people in the University's 
Counseling Center are preparing for a rise in 
depression cases walking through the door or 
calling on the telephone. Historically, there are 
three peaks in the number if depression cases on 
college campuses. One arrives around the third 
week of January. 
Depression strikes—a combined result of the 
post-holiday blues, cabin fever (being forced to 
stay inside due to bad weather) and the usual 
assortment of winter illnesses, including 
influenza, sore throats and pneumonia. 
Counseling Center Director Judith Haislett (656- 
2451) is always ready and willing to inform 
students about depression and help them find 
the best ways to battle it. 
Around and 
about Tiger Town 
Friday, Jan. 17 
-Art Festival. All 
day in Palmetto 
Ballroom. 
Admission: free. 
-The Fisher King, 7, 




-Johnny Winter with 
special guests 
Electric City Blues 
Band. 8 p.m. Tillman 
Auditorium. $14.50. 
-The Fisher King, 7, 









-Martin Luther King 
March beginning at 5 








5:45 p.m. Tillman 
Auditorium. Speaker 












Identity," 7-9 p.m. 
Tillman 
Auditorium. 





-Alpha Phi Alpha 
Founder's Week, 7- 
9 p.m. Daniel 
Auditorium. Open to 
the public. 
-Dead Again, 7, 
9:15 p.m.. Y- 
Theatre. $2. 
Friday, Jan. 24 
-Gong Show, 7-9 
p.m. Daniel 
Auditorium. 
Sponsored by Alpha 
Phi Alpha. 
Admission: $1. 
-Dead Again, 7,9:1 5 
p.m.. Y-Theatre. $2 
-Red, Hot and Cole, 
8 p.m. Clemson 
Little Theatre. $7 







A beautiful teenage girl named Belle meets a prince-turned-beast in Walt 
Disney Picture's magical new animated musical, Beauty and the Beast. This 
classic fairy tale adaptation is Disney's 30th full-length animated feature. 
College Night 
Every Wednesday 
(For Everyone 18 or Older) 
Featuring The Best of Alternative 
And Top 40 Dance Music 
• Free Admission For 21 or Older 
• 50C Draft and $3.50 Buckets of Beer 
• Wild & Crazy Contests For Cash 
Coming Soon ... 
(As seen on David Letterman) 








Bill Pinkney & 
The Original Drifters 
in Concert - Sat., Feb. 1st at 8:00 
THE NEXT MOVE 
Wed., Jan. 29th. at 10:00 




Your Opportunity To Be Involved. We Are 
Currently Filling Seats Available For Spring 






Upcoming Sports Events 
The men's basketball team plays 
its second home game of the 
ACC schedule tomorrow against 
N.C. State. Game time is at 4 p.m. 
because the game is televised as 




The women's basket- 
ball team scored 107 
points against Duke 
last Friday, the first 
time the Lady Tigers have 
topped the 100-point mark in the 
ACC since the 1983-84 season. 
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Cal waxes Tigers to turn Citrus Bowl sour 
Golden Bears dominate game, make 
Clemson players eat their own words 
by Bill Zimmerman 
Staff writer 
Chip East/ head photographer 
The officials cracked down early in the game, as Brentson Buckner was ejected 
in the first quarter for allegedly punching Cal quarterback Mike Pawlawski. 
Tigers should be 
embarrased with 
their conduct 
Don't feel sorry for all the 
Clemson players who didn't get 
enough sleep on New Year's Eve; 
they got plenty the next after- 
noon. 
While the Tigers took to the 
field in a state of blissful relax- 
ation, tired from the previous 
night's reveling, California's 
Golden Bears came to Citrus Bowl 
Stadium in Orlando focused, soft- 
spoken and, most important, ready 
to play football. The results were 
typical of a prepared team against 
an unprepared team: Cal domi- 






■   ■ 
early lead and never relinquish- 
ing it. 
But the story goes beyond the 
football field — Cal as an institu- 
tion completely outclassed Clem- 
son in every way. There is only 
enough room here to mention a 
few of the ways. 
Let's start with off-the-field 
conduct. While Clemson players, 
DeChane Cameron in particular, 
were bragging about how much 
better football is in the East than 
in the West, the Cal players were 
quietly asserting that both brands 
were about the same. Talking be- 
fore a game always creates con- 
flict, but especially in a first-ever 
meeting. Cal had never played 
Clemson, so there was nothing 
personal to get fired up about. 
see CONDUCT, page 26 
Chip East / head photographer 
Cal's Greg Zomalt bowls over Kenzil Jackson. 
The Tigers talked the talk all the 
way to kickoff, but the California 
Golden Bears walked all over Clem- 
son in the Florida Citrus Bowl dur- 
ing a convincing 37-13 victory. 
It took less than 13 game min- 
utes for California to all but seal its 
first New Year's Day bowl victory 
in 54 years. Cal took the ball 76 
yards in 10 plays on the opening 
drive. Unlike the other four times 
this season when the Tiger defense 
hunkered down and stopped its op- 
ponents after an opening-drive 
score, the defense didn't improve. 
The Golden Bears looked like 
Da Bears when they drove 68 yards 
in their next 10 plays to set up a 31 - 
yard field goal. A minute and a half 
later, after Air Clemson sputtered 
in its second attempt at liftoff, Brian 
Treggs exploited the Tigers' shaky 
special teams for a 72-yard touch- 
down run. 
The jaws of the Clemson faith- 
ful were dropped as the scoreboard 
displayed a 17-0 California lead. 
"I think the best team won to- 
day," head coach Ken Hatfield said 
after the game. "California came 
out well-prepared, they scored early, 
and took control of the ball game 
from the get-go." 
The get-go control should be 
credited to California quarterback 
Mike Pawlawski, who threw for 
137 yards in the first quarter en 
route to a 230-yard day (21-of-32, 
one touchdown) and made the 
Clemson pass defense look as bad 
in Orlando as it did in Athens. 
Pawlawski's numbers earned him 
the game's MVP award. 
The ejection of Brentson 
Buckner, due to his apparent punch- 
ing of Pawlawski in what one re- 
porter described as his "most 
sensitive of regions," also contrib- 
uted to Clemson's inability to con- 
trol the volatile Cal offense. 
"Losing Brentson hurt us a lot," 
said defensive tackle Chester 
McGlockton, who has since de- 
clared himself eligible for the 1992 
NFL draft. HeaddedthatClemson's 
depth enabled the Tigers to do a 
good job in the trenches, but the 
substitutes "don't really have the 
athletic ability that Brentson has: 
the ability to make big plays." 
Hatfield felt the ejection was a 
result of the officials' need to keep 
tempers in check. 
"I think the officials were trying 
to get control of the game early in 
the ball game, and they didn't want 
anything to get out of hand," he 
said. "I knew that they probably 
were going to call a penalty early in 
the game on one of the teams, jusi to 
try to get everybody's attention." 
The next Tiger drive finally 
brought bright orange cheers from 
the people in the purple haze. An 
explosive 43-yard Rudy Harris run 
put the Tigers in field goal position, 
and Nelson Welch converted a 33- 
yarder to pull the Tigers within two 
touchdowns as the first quarter 
ended. 
But just like the cold front which 
had earlier erased the possibilities 
of a sunny day, junior tailback 
Russell White erased most of 
Clemson's comeback possibilities 
with a two-yard touchdown run on 
fourth down with 6:26 left in the 
first half. Cal went for two on the 
conversion, but offsetting penalties 
negated the successful run and Cal 
then settled for kicking its way to a 
24-3 lead. 
Nearly two minutes later, 
DeChane Cameron succeeded on 
the single play which earned him 
Clemson offensive MVP honors by 
eluding the Bears' pass rush and 
running 62 yards for six points. 
Cameron was stymied the rest of 
the afternoon; his other 1 1 carries 
totaled but four yards, and he threw 
for all 123 Clemson passing yards 
(15-of-33, one interception). 
"It was frustrating, because I 
didn't have time to operate," 
Cameron said after the game. "I 
don't care how great a quarterback 
you are, without time to operate 
you can't do as well. 
"It was feast or famine," he sum- 
marized. "We missed a block here 
and a block there, and they were 
catching us. We had a couple of big 
plays, but they caught us a few 
times. When they did, it just killed 
see CITRUS, page 26 
Rugby Club looking to cash in on rising popularity of its sport 
by Chris Leinster 
special to The Tiger 
The Rugby Club of Clemson is 
recruiting serious athletes for the 
spring semester The team incurred 
heavy losses due to December 
graduation and needs to fill spots 
immediately. 
No prior knowledge is neces- 
sary, and all are welcome to attend 
practices. There are positions avail- 
able for all sizes, but a mental and 
physical toughness is required. 
The game is eighty minutes long, 
and the ball is in constant motion. It 
is a full contact sport played with- 
out pads. An injured player is 
awarded one minute to either get up 
or get out of the way, with only 
three injury substitutions allowed. 
One referee controls the action on 
the field, often ignoring minor in- 
fringements to preserve the inten- 
sity of play. These parameters in- 
spire the rigorous, competitive sport 
of rugby. 
Conditions like these might 
cause some to cringe; however, they 
attract a rugged breed of athletes 
dedicated to the game. The game is 
actually quite controlled amidst all 
this chaos, and injuries are rare. 
Rugby combines the intensity 
and impact of football, the speed 
and agility of soccer, the skill and 
strategy of chess, and the finesse 
and violence of hockey. The result 
is one of the most fun, high-pow- 
ered games to be played anywhere 
in the world. 
Rugby is a completely amateur 
sport played on every continent in 
the world. In most places, kids start 
rugby in grade school and continue 
through middleage.Thegamegives 
bragging rights to many European 
nations and has even caused a riot 
-*"■ mmmm m 
or two. Here, United States ama- 
teur rugby is becoming increasingly 
competitive, and Clemson has ac- 
quired its first full time coach to 
help it meet the challenge. 
"Clemson must think forward if 
rugby is going to survive," says 
club president Mike Brown. "We 
need to improve its image if we 
want to compete at a higher level." 
The team hopes to host a men's 
club from Wales this semester. 
Clemson competes in the Pal- 
metto Rugby Union, which is com- 
paratively easier than established 
Northeast unions. That means 
Clemson only has to beat the Cita- 
del and USC to fight for an East 
Coast title. 
Rugby is much more than just a 
game. It is an international society 
drawn together through a common 
love of the sport and all of its pe- 
ripheral activities. There is a strict 
3SSS 
tradition of camaraderie inherent 
with the sport, as the host team 
always provides hospitality and 
lodging after the game. 
"No matter how ugly things got 
during the game," says converted 
football playerMattDrewello,"you 
can always laugh about it with the 
otherguy at no-side" (final whistle). 
The Rugby Club of Clemson 
offers students a dynamic extracur- 
ricular activity they can continue 
after college. It offers travel to sev- 
eral cities and college towns around 
the region. Anyone interested in 
joining the club is encouraged to 
attend practices on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at 4:30 p.m. The pitch 
(field) is adjacent to the baseball 
field behind Jervey Athletic Cen- 
ter. Call President Mike Brown at 
654-9003, or Vice President Chris 
Leinster at 654-2936, for questions 
or details. 
^^^^ 
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Men's Basketball shows 
promise, pessimism in ACC 
Non-conference 
wins boost record 
by Brian W. Judski 
staff writer 
It's January again folks and that 
means college hoops. 
The Clemson Tigers, despite 
struggling earlier, have recorded 
consecutive victories over Wofford 
and UNC-Asheville and increased 
their overall record to 8-3. 
Last Monday, the Tigers 
whipped the Wofford Terriers 79- 
59 behind 16 points and 10 assists 
from junior guard Chris Whitney. 
"We're trying to get back to the 
basics of playing good basketball, 
hard and aggressive, and having a 
lot of fun,"said Whitney, who has 
assumed a leadership role since the 
departure of David Young. 
The Terriers, coming off a vic- 
tory over Furman, played Clemson 
evenly the first eight minutes, then 
went scoreless the next eight al- 
lowing the Tigers to establish a 22- 
11 lead. Wofford. inspired by their 
3,000 or so fans, closed the gap to 
44-34 with 12:55 remaining in the 
game, but a Whitney trifecta and 
consecutive steals by Andre Bovain 
and Eric Burks put an end to the 
upsetquest. Burks scored 14points 
while Sharone Wright added 13. 
On Saturday, Jan. 11, the Tigers 
got back on ihe winning track with 
a 94-54 victory over UNC- 
Asheville. The game saw every 
Clemson player play, as even walk- 
on Todd Logue ignited the _crowd 
with four points in three minutes. 
Clemson jumped out to an early 
23-12 lead, and increased their 
margin to 42-27 by halftime. Clem- 
son started the second stanza with 
an 8-2 run, as the Tigers margin 
stayed over 20 for the remainder of 
the game. Wright led the Tigers 
Sharone Wright jams home two of his 13 points in 
the Tigers' 79-59 victory over Wofford. 
with 19 points and 10 rebounds, as 
he was too much for the Bulldogs to 
handle. 
"I wanted to get a good jump, 
especially after the UNC game, and 
assert myself early,"said Wright, 
who also added two steals. 
Bovain and Burks added  12 
points each as Clemson shot a blis- 
tering 67 percent from the floor. 
Forward Robert Watson led the 
Bulldogs with 12. The Tigers will 
next be in action Saturday after- 
noon when they host All-American 
candidate Tom Gugliotta and the 
N.C. State Wolfpack. 
Home loss to Wake encouraging until end 
by Brian W. Judski 
staff writer 
The Clemson Tigers began their 
1992 ACC play on Jan. 4 hosting 
the powerful Wake Forest Demon 
Deacons. Unfortunately for the Ti- 
gers, the Deacs came fully charged, 
holding off an inspired Tiger attack 
to gain a 73-58 victory. But the 
score is not indicative of the game. 
A three-point play by Sharone 
Wright with 1:30 remaining cut the 
Wake lead to four, 62-58, but Clem- 
son was unable to muster another 
point. Sharone Wright led all scor- 
ers with 15 points while adding 
seven rebounds, but could not 
handle the Wake Forest front line 
of Rodney Rogers, Chris King, and 
Anthony Tucker who contributed 
38 points and 21 rebounds. 
"The difference in the basket- 
ball game without a doubt was the 
free throw line and shot selection," 
said Tiger coach Cliff Ellis. The 
Tigers connected on only 7-19 from 
the stripe. "We are going to have to 
have some self-discipline in these 
types of situations." 
Clemson and Wake Forest 
played even stride in the first half. 
The half featured four ties and ten 
lead changes. 
Wake Forest ran into early foul 
trouble, forcing coach Dave Odom 
to resort to the bench. 
"I decided to go to halftime any- 
where close to being even," said 
Odom. "At that point, I would be 
satisfied." 
Wake jumped out to a 13 point 
second half advantage after an An- 
thony Tucker baseline jumper, but 
Clemson responded with a Steve 
Harris driving layup, a Chris 
Whitney three-pointer and a dunk 
by Devin Gray. 
Blowout at Chapel Hill shows numerous flaws 
by Brian W. Judski 
staff writer 
On Thursday, Jan. 9, the Tiger 
hoopsters were rudely awakened to 
life on the road in the ACC as they 
took a 103-69 pounding at the hands 
of the North Carolina Tar Heels. 
Clemson shot 8-40 in the first half, 
as the Tar Heels took a command- 
ing 49-26 halftime lead. Andre 
Bovain hit consecutive three-point- 
ers to cut the Tar Heel lead to 19, 
but Clemson never got closer as 
UNC extended their lead to as many 
as 39. 
"We got hammered in the paint 
in every way you can get ham- 
mered," said a frustrated Tiger coach 
Cliff Ellis. "Lobs, rebounds, paint 
shots, shot selections, we were an- 
nihilated in the paint in every way, 
and we've got to learn from it." 
For the game, the Tigers shot 27 
percent from the floor, the third 
worst outing in history. 
North Carolina broke a 5-5 tie 
four minutes into the game when 
Pat Sullivan connected on a three- 
pointer. Clemson cut the lead to 
nine on Sharone Wright"s follow 
up with 9:30 left in the half, but the 
Tar Heels went on a 16-5 run which 
iced the game. 
Hubert Davis led the balanced 
Heel attack with 18, while George 
Don't forget the late start at 4 p.m. for 
the N.C. State game tomorrow. Make it 
a raucous crowd for the JF network. 
U. The National College 
Newspaper College 
Basketball Top 25 
Lynch added 17 points and grabbed 
8 rebounds. The Tigers' lone bright 
spot was Eric Burks, who scored 16 
points while connecting on all three 
of his three-point shots. 
"It was very frustrating going 
against so many bigger players, try- 
ing to outshoot and outrebound 
them," said freshman Devin Gray, 
who collected eight boards. 
"I got really tired playing all 
their seven-footers,"said Wright, 
referring to Carolina's three seven 
foot players. "I would look over to 
the scorers table and there would be 
another one, and then another 
one,"added Wright, who scored 10 
points and grabbed eight rebounds. 
Points 
1. Duke (17 no. 1 votes) 400 
2. UCLA (1) 384 
3. Oklahoma State 366 
4. Ohio State 350 
5. Indiana -316 
6. Arizona 315 
7. Kansas . 299 
8. Connecticut 289 
9. Kentucky 253 
10. Arkansas • 246 
11. Michigan State 239 
12. Alabama • 235 
13. North Carolina 206 
14. Missouri • 199 
15. Michigan 165 
16. Georgia Tech 158 
17. St. John's • 129 
18. Tulane • H4 
19. UNC-Charlotte 112 
20. Syracuse ....106 
21. Seton Hall 78 
22. Georgetown 73 
23. Oklahoma 39 
24. Louisville 29 
25. Iowa State • 22 
As of Tues., Jan. 14   
U. The National College 
Newspaper Final College 
Football Top 20 
Points 
1. Washington (14) (12-0) .-317 
2. Miami (6) (12-0) 309 
3. Perm State (11-2) 283 
4. Florida State (11-2) 272 
5. Alabama (11-1) ." 255 
6. Michigan (10-2) 231 
7. California (10-2) • 218 
8. Florida (10-2) 204 
9. East Carolina (11-1) 188 
10. Texas A&M (10-2) 159 
11. Syracuse (10-2) 155 
12. Iowa (10-2-1) 146 
13. Notre Dame (10-3) 119 
14. Tennessee (9-3) -H4 
15. Oklahoma (9-3) 92 
16. Nebraska (9-2-1) 85 
17. Clemson (9-2-1) 57 
18. Colorado (8-3-1) 40 
19. UCLA (9-3) 34 
20. Georgia (9-3) 21 
Pollsters' Schools: Auburn, BYU, UCLA, 
Clemson, Colorado, Florida, Florida State, 
Georgia Tech, Miami, Michigan, 
Nebraska, Ohio State, Penn State, San 
Diego State, Stanford, Texas, Syracuse, 
Washington.  
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Women's Basketball hits the ACC road 
by Geoff Wilson 
sports editor 
Believe it or not, the Clemson 
basketball team actually beat the 
Duke team by 35 points last week. 
Before anyone is accused of tak- 
ing some kind of illicit drug, let it be 
specified that this was the women's 
team who trounced the Blue Devils 
last Friday, 107-72. Then, two days 
later, the Lady Tigers fell on the 
road at North Carolina, 72-56. They 
finally returned to Littlejohn Coli- 
seum on Wednesday and rebounded 
by defeating Florida State 80-73 to 
improve to 10-3 on the season and 
an even 2-2 in the ACC. 
The win against Duke came on 
the heels of a disappointing 86-85 
loss at N.C. State, a game in which 
the Clemson led by 14 points. How- 
ever, the result was still closer than 
last year, when the Lady Tigers lost 
by 22 to the Wolfpack in Raleigh. 
To compound the sense of lost 
chance, Duke went to Raleigh and 
beat N.C. State three nights before 
the Clemson-Duke game, but the 
shellacking in Durham was almost 
worth the heartbreak of a week ear- 
lier. The Lady Tigers cruised to a 
51-29 halftime lead, as all 13 play- 
ers played and 12 of them scored in 
the game. 
Duke mounted a rally in the open- 
ing minutes of the second half, pull- 
ing to within 13,buttheBlue Devils 
could get no closer, as the Lady 
Tigers opened the floodgates and 
poured in six three-pointers in the 
half and nine overall. Shandy Bry an 
led four Clemson players in double 
figures with 17 points, Kerry Boyatt- 
Hall added 16 and Cheron Wells 
and Tara "Trigger" Saunooke 
chipped in 12 each, Saunooke hit- 
ting three threes. 
Even while putting up long-range 
bombs, Clemson shot an ungodly 
Cheron Wells drives past 
60.6 percent from the field and 
52.9 percent from three-point line. 
What a difference 48 hours and 
15 miles makes. On Sunday after- 
noon, the Lady Tigers traveled to 
Chapel Hill to take on a vastly 
improved North Carolina team 
whose only setback was a close 
loss to top-ranked Virginia. The 
Tar Heels scored 72 points just as 
Duke had, but Clemson left its scor- 
ing punch in Durham. The Lady 
Tigers scored 56 points in the sec- 
ond half two nights before, yet they 
could only muster 56 in the entire 
game against UNC. The loss cost 
Clemson a chance to avenge a de- 
feat at Chapel Hill in the final game 
of the regular season last year, 
UNC's only ACC win last year. 
The four players who had been 
in double figures — Wells, Boyatt- 
Hall, Saunooke and Bryan — were 
once again the scoring leaders, but 
they could only manage nine, nine, 
Tyler Darden / senior staff photographer 
a Seminole defender. 
nine and eight points, respectively. 
Against Florida State, Clemson 
came out in black shoes to spark 
emotion, but were black and blue at 
halftime, trailing 34-30. But behind 
Wells's 13 second-half and 23 total 
points, the Lady Tigers rallied for 
the seven-point win. Boyatt-Hall 
added 16 points to counter the Semi- 
nole tandem of Tia Paschal and 
Chantelle Dishman, who scored 20 
and 22 points, respectively. 
The home game was a brief re- 
spite for the Lady Tigers, sand- 
wiched between three road games 
on either side. Tomorrow, Clemson 
is in Charlottesville to take on the 
top-ranked Lady Cavaliers of Vir- 
ginia. Monday, the Lady Tigers 
move on to Maryland, ranked third 
nationally, and Wednesday to Geor- 
gia Tech before returning home a 
week from tomorrow to face Wake 
Forest. That game will complete the 




\        COLLEGE JEWELRY 
Thursday, Friday January 23 & 2410 am - 3 pm 
The Greek Gallery 
Last year the Clemson men's basketball team record 
slipped to 11-17, after winning 45 games over the previous 
two years. Tomorrow, you the student body can help get the 
Tigers back on track as they host the N.C. State Wolfpack at 4 
p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum. This year's team is very young 
and exciting as they have posted an 8 -3 record. The home 
court atmosphere that you can provide will be a big asset 
when this young team takes to court against some of the best 
teams in the country from what is the best conference in the 
country — THE A.C.C 
Did you know that the average Clemson student atten- 
dance at men's basketball games against A.C.C. schools and 
the University of South Carolina in 1988-89 was 2,125? Your 
support helped guide the Tigers to the NCAA Tournament 
and a 19-11 record. 
In 1989-90, student attendance for the same games was 
2,744. Not only did this mark the second year in a row that 
student attendance was over 2,000, but it was also the second 
year in a row for the Tigers to make the NCAA Tournament as 
they posted a record of 26-9. What's even better, the Tigers 
also won the A.C.C. Regular Season Championship for the 
first time. It was a great year as the Tigers advanced to the 
Sweet Sixteen before being eliminated by Connecticut on a 
Hail Mary shot. 
Let's get back on track tomorrow. In addition to the game 
we still have our Amoco Oil halftime shooting contest. How- 
ever, Clemson student Arnold Brooks did break the bank last 
year as he won $10,000 in the Amoco Oil halftime contest. 
Don't worry though, this year's contest features a trip for two 
to Chicago to watch former Clemson star Horace Grant against 
former Tiger Larry Nance and the Cleveland Cavaliers. This 
will be a guaranteed trip giveaway sometime during the 
season. 
In addition to tomorrow's game make plans now to 
attend the Clemson-Virginia game on Wednesday, January 
22, at 7:30 p.m. when the Phoenix Gorilla will be in town. If 
you attended last year's game when he was in town, you truly 
know how good he is. 
Thank you for your support at all athletic events and 
don't forget about all our Spring sports as we battle the rest of 
the A.C.C. teams for the championship trophy. 
This letter is a paid advertisement by the Clemson University 
Athletic Department. 
Ever Get A Pal Smashed ? 
^ ft firs. 
FfllEMOS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK 










Just Call and Order an Original Medium Cheese Pizza for Only 
Offer Valid During AH Hours of Operation 
For a Limited Time. 
Additional Toppings just $0.99 each 
Service Guarantee 
Your Order Will Arrive In 30 Minutes or Less 
Or You Receive $3 Off Your Order- 
Guaranteed 
FIND A PHONE AND 
DIAL 654-3082 
Customer Pays Applicable Sales Tax. Limited Delivery Area to Ensure Safe Driving. Valid At Participating Stores Only. 
m Till 
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Wright makes the right moves on and off the court 
by Daniel Shirley 
staff writer 
If Sharone Wright has anything 
to say about it, Clemson's pipeline 
of big men to the NBA will have 
one more member after his college 
days are over. 
Former Tiger post-players in the 
NBA include Tree Rollins, Larry 
Nance, Horace Grant, Elden 
Campbell and Dale Davis. 
"That had a lot to do with me 
choosing Clemson, definitely," 
Wright said. "They have a long 
history of big guys going every 
other year or so, and they told me if 
I came here and worked hard, I 
would be the next one." 
However, Wright, a 6-10 fresh- 
man center from Macon, Ga., has a 
jump on those players in that al- 
though all turned into great players, 
they were not as widely recruited or 
recognized coming out of high 
school as Wright. 
On the other hand, Wright was a 
prized prospect and was named by 
all the recruiting experts as one of 
the top centers in the country. 
Listed as the 18th best player 
coming out of high school by ana- 
lyst Bob Gibbons and selected as 
the third best center by Dick Vitale' s 
Basketball and by The Poop Sheet, 
Wright picked Clemson over ACC 
foes Duke, Georgia Tech and Vir- 
ginia and Southeastern Conference 
teams Georgia and Tennessee. 
"They all were looking at me, 
but I had to look at the best situation 
for me to fit into," Wright said. 
"Clemson has a good academic pro- 
gram, and I knew I would get to 
play right away. 
"I don't ever want to ride the 
bench," Wright pointed out. 
After having a great high school 
career in which he averaged 25 
points, 13.5 rebounds and five 
blocks per game as a senior, Wright 
proved he was worth all the atten- 
tion he received by playing in al- 
most every important all-star game 
for incoming freshmen. 
"I played in all the big games. I 
played in McDonald's, Dapper Dan 
and with the Georgia A AU squad," 
Wright said. "But the McDonald's 
was the best because it's the top 20 
players, and if you're not in the top 
20, you won't get in it. 
"It was like a dream come true 
for me," he added. 
In the McDonald's All-Ameri- 
can Classic, Wright surprised ev- 
eryone by winning the three-point 
shooting contest. A 6-10 center 
winning a three-point shooting con- 
test involving the best high school 
talent in the country? 
"I used to do that in high school, 
so I knew I could do it," Wright 
said. "I just got on fire that night. It 
was mostly luck, though." 
However, Wright did get some 
encouragement from now-Kansas 
freshman Ben Davis. 
"We were sitting on the bench 
and he said, 'I don't think you'll 
even get in the contest,'" Wright 
said. "And I told him, 'Hey I'll get 
in it.' 
"When I got there, it just felt like 
I couldn't miss." 
Wright also had a good showing 
in the Dapper Dan Roundball Clas- 
sic in Pittsburgh, Pa. Playing for the 
victorious West team, Wright 
scored 10 points and had 4 rebounds 
in the contest. 
However, Wright, who is a sec- 
ondary education major, has put his 
past success behind him and is look- 
ing toward the future, both on the 
court and in the classroom. 
"I want to play in the NBA, but 
I can't worry about trying to put up 
Winter Golf Special 
$15 for 18 holes of golf 
includes cart & green fee 
Good any day of the week. 
Tee times are required. 
Players must wear 
shirts with collars 
Offer may expire without notice 
Oconee Country Club 
882-8037 
Must present this coupon. 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
comes to Clemson 
It's Not Too Late 
To Test Your Best! 
GMAT • MCAT 
GRE• LSAT 
Classes starting now 
Call 1-800-933-PREP 
g STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
<& EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
NBA-type numbers," Wright said. 
"I just have to worry about playing 
ball and studying because if you 
don't study, you won't pass." 
Wright also realizes he is part of 
a team, and he doesn't want to be 
the focal point of the team. 
"I know people look at me and 
say, 'if we can kill him, we can kill 
the team,' but its not like that," 
Wright said. "In high school I could 
do whatever I wanted to, but now I 
want to do what is best for the team. 
If that means I'm not going to shoot 
one night, that's okay — if it's best 
for the team. 
"When I forget the team comes 
first, that's when I don't need to be 
playing basketball anymore," 
Wright said. "We have to depend 
on each other as a team." 
Wright has already gotten a taste 
Player Profile: Sharone Wright 
* 
- 6-10, 250-lb. freshman, Macon, Ga. 
— won three-point shooting contest at * 
McDonald's High School All-American 
game 
averaged 25 points, 13.5 rebounds, 5 
blocked shots per game as senior 
of playing in the ACC in the team's 
losses to Wake Forest and North 
Carolina, a game which Wright said 
"was another dream of mine; to 
play in the Dean Dome." 
Wright, however, was continu- 
ally pounded by the Tarheels' trio 
of7-footers, but he believes brighter 
days are coming. 
"They were substituting in and 
out about every five minutes," 
Wright said. "I was very tired be- 
cause they just wore me down. If 
we would have had Buck (Wayne 
Buckingham), that would have 
solved that problem right there. But 
we are going to get better. We are a 
better team than that." 
Clemson University 
Young Democrats 
Not Liberal, Not Conservative, 
Just New Ideas Rooted in 
Traditional Values 
Every Thursday night at 6 p.m. 
P & AS Building Room A105 
NOW OPEN! 
107-A Sloan St., Clemson 
(Located Above Nick's) 
Designer and name brand shoes, jewelry 
and gifts at affordable prices. 
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Wrestlers start season 
with many outstanding 
individual performances 
by Melissa Roma 
staff writer 
While most students were home 
waiting for Santa to come, red-shirt 
freshman Troy Bouzakis and sopho- 
more Jim Carazola were waiting 
for the Holiday Sunshine Open to 
come. The Open was held in Tampa, 
Fla., on Dec. 29-30. This was the 
first scheduled competition for the 
Clemson wrestling team in almost 
one month. 
Carazola made it to the third 
round of competition before he 
started having trouble. He found 
himself down 4-2 against Miami of 
Ohio's Pat Berdy sz. He had already 
pinned the seventh-ranked grappler 
in the nation, Brown's Steve Tho- 
mas. Knowing his capabilities and 
feeling the victory, Carazola pinned 
Berdy sz for the title in the 142- 
pound classification. 
Bouzakis went undefeated in the 
126-pound category, giving him the 
title as well as a University record. 
The two match victories in the Open 
brought him to 18 consecutive vic- 
tories. During the 1985-86 season, 
Mark Litts (167) had a streak of 17 
match wins. Litts went on to repre- 
sent the Tigers in that year's NC A A 
tournament meet. 
Out of 60 teams entered in the 
Sunshine Open, Clemson was the 
only school to have two of its team 
members to win championships. 
Carazola and Bouzakis are both 
ranked in the top 10 in this week's 
Amateur Wrestling News/ Coaches 
Poll. Clemson also showed up in 
the poll in the 21st position. 
These rankings were released 
after this past weekend's tri-meet 
with Pittsburgh and the University 
of Tennessee at Chattanooga. The 
Tigers came out on top in both 
meets, beating Pittsburgh 25-14 and 
UT-C 20-17. 
Bouzakis and Carazola were 
dual winners along with Marcus 
Pollock (134), Mike Mammon 
(150), Scott Williams (190) and 
Keith Turner (177). One of Turner's 
victories came in the heavyweight 
class against Bryant Rogowski of 
UT-C, although Turner is not 
Clemson's starter in the heavy- 
weight division. 
The Tigers next chal lenge comes 
this weekend as they face eighth- 
ranked Nebraska and Missouri. First 
year Tiger coach Gil Sanchez spent 
his past three years coaching at 
Nebraska and feels he has been able 
to scout out this year's Husker team 
pretty well. He believes that their 
heavier weight classes are very 
strong but that the Clemson lower 
weights are strong. 
"We need to get the 150 and 158 
(class). If we win those two, we 
should win the meet," Sanchez 
said. 
The meets will be held at Stone 
Mountain High School in Atlanta 
tomorrow at 1 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Indoor track tearris shine in 
own Clemson Invitational 
by Macky Hall 
staff writer 
The Clemson men's and 
women's indoor track teams ap- 
pear poised for another strong show- 
ing this season as they won a 
combined 12 of 28 events at 
Sunday's Clemson Invitational.. 
The team's first showing of the 
new year was highlighted by the 
winning performances of Michael 
Green and Kim Graham, who both 
posted NCAA Championshipquali- 
fying times. Green, a 1991 outdoor 
Ail-American, had already quali- 
fied for the championship meet in 
the 55 meters in 6.16 at the Dec. 6 
Clemson Opener. 
Sunday, he blazed to a new 
Littlejohn Coliseum record for the 
200 meters with a time of 21.47. 
Tiger junior Graham's 55 meter 
time of 6.88 is a new personal best. 
Other impressive performances 
were posted by Trevor Gilbert (6.36 
in men's 55m), Anthony Knight 
(7.43 in men's 55 m hurdles), 
Kendrick Roach (1:52.18 in men's 
800m), Antwoine Welcome (24'7 
3/4" in men's long jump), Angela 
Dolby {ATI" in women's shot put), 
Monyetta Haynesworth (19'11 1/ 
2" in women's long jump) and 
Tonya McKelvey (18'11 3/4" in 
women's long jump). 
Both men's coach Bob Pollock 
and women's coach Wayne 
Coffman are pleased with the team's 
overall performance and look for- 
ward to competing for an ACC 
championship. 
"I think we've got a really good 
quality team," said Pollock, "We'd 
also like to look beyond the ACC. 
Clemson might be one of those 
schools that is able to compete in 
the national picture." Although Pol- 
lock sees no weakness on this year's 
squad, he sees a definite strength in 
the sprints. This group, known as 
the Sprint Committee, is led by 
1991 All-Americans James Trapp 
(55m) and Larry Ryans (55 m 
hurdles). The men's team is the 
defending ACC champion and has 
won the championship for three 
consecutive years. 
After losing 1991 All-Ameri- 
cans Ane Skak (800m) and Marcia 
Fletcher (long jump) as well as five 
often NCAA Championship quali- 
fiers to graduation, the women's 
team will rely on a group of tal- 
ented veterans, including Angel 
Fleetwood, Tara Henderson and 
Anne Evans, as well as solid depth 
in order to improve on last year's 
second place ACC finish. "I see no 
•real weaknesses," said Coffman. 
"UNC and Virginia are both very 
good. We are all capable of win- 
ning the ACC Championship. Ev- 
erything is going to depend on our 
mental attitude." 
Next up for the Tiger track squad 
is the Marriott Invitational in 
Blacksburg, Va., on Jan. 18. 
Classic Photo 
Has an opening 
for an outgoing people-oriented person 
Good telephone & problem solving 
skills required 
Hr. 12-5   M-F 







Toward the purchase 
of any pizza 
Not valid with any other offer. Limit one magnet per order 
* * * C.L.A.S.S. * * * ^ 
It's Time To Be The Leader You Want To Be Through Becoming A 
Member Of The Clemson Leadership Advisory Board 
OPEN RUSH DROP IN 
DATE: 
Monday, January 20,1992 
Tuesday, January 21,1992 
LOCATION: 
Nursing Building Lounge 
Room 100 
TIME: 
7:00 - 9:00 pm both days 
Dress: 
FORMAL 
For More Info Call Student Development Activities Office 
656-0520 







Tuesday, January 28 at 8:00 
in Tillman Auditorium 
Free 
Rolling Stone 
College Entertainer Of The Year 
1989 
m m 
-'"'•L Wl M       -J'-L JLJ-JJ      '-"    ■  rtrasrt 
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Swim teams start slow in 
ACC, look for leadership 
by Daniel Shirley 
staff writer 
The Clemson men's and 
women's swim teams have their 
leaders in place. Now, head coach 
Jim Sheridan hopes the rest of the 
Tiger swimmers will follow suit. 
Sophomore Chad Alston and 
senior Liz Dolan led the way as the 
Tiger swim teams each earned a 
split in a double dual meet with 
Florida Atlantic and Florida State 
last Saturday in Tallahassee, Fla. 
"When you talk about those two 
(Alston and Dolan)," Sheridan said. 
"You're talking about two athletes 
who are always focused on accom- 
plishing their goals. They always 
come to the front as far as being 
competitors and doing everything 
to win a race. 
"Now we just need to get the rest 
of the team to that level," he added. 
The men's team earned its first 
victory of the season by downing 
Florida Atlantic 148-62 but re- 
mained winless (0-4) in the Atlan- 
tic Coast Conference with a 153-90 
loss to the Seminoles. 
Alston paced the Tigers by win- 
ning the 50 freestyle with a time of 
21.41 and was part of the 400 free 
relay which captured first place in a 
The Smokies 
In Western North Carolina 
Why fly half-way across 
the country in search of 
winter sports and 
recreation that are just a 
few hours' drive away? 
Experience the snow 
capped beauty and 
excitement of downhill 
skiing at Cataloochee, 
hiking and cross- 
country skiing through 
the Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park 
and a variety of activities 
you wouldn't expect so 
close to home. 
We have lodging to suit 
every taste and budget. 
So why spend money 
on plane fare when you 
can spend some time 
with us? 
For lodging and ski conditions, 
8003340036 
For ski conditions only, call 
8007680285 
wene snow close 
Just 2 hours from Clemson 
time of 3:10.70. 
"Florida Atlantic is a very good 
Division II squad," Sheridan said. 
"But their men's team is in its first 
year, and we expected to win that 
one." 
While Alston was the standout 
for the men, Dolan, a Miami, Fla., 
native, won both the 1000 freestyle 
and 500 freestyle with times of 
10:11.98 and 5:00.24, respectively. 
The women defeated Florida 
Atlantic by a score of 134.5-78.5 
but lost to Florida State 133-110. 
Overall the women's team im- 
proved to 3-5 but fell to 1-3 in 
conference action. 
Although both teams did earn 
the split, Sheridan is not satisfied 
with their focus and mental prepa- 
ration, something that accompanies 
a young team. 
"We have to get that mental 
preparation and focus," Sheridan 
said. "They must learn to swim at 
their highest level every time out, 
even when they are tired. The only 
difference is that it just hurts a little 
more when they are tired. They 
have to sacrifice because a cham- 
pion can and will do those things. 
"Then they will find out they are 
as good as I think they are," he 
added. 




• 3 Oceanfront Properties 
• 1-4 Persons Per Room 
• Pools, Jacuzzis, Large Sun Decks 
• Games, Prizes, Contests Daily 
• Restaurants, Lounges 
Efficiencies and Oceanfront Rooms Slightly Higher 
5 Nights Minimum Stay Required 
800-874-6996 
BEST WESTERN LAPLAYA RESORT 
HOWARD JOHNSON OCEANFRONT 
DAYS INN OCEANFRONT SOUTH 
§MKf3IDL KESOFJ3 




NOW OPENS DAILY 
AT 4 pm 
HOURS     4 pm -12 am Mon.-Wed. & Sat. 
4 pm -1 am Thurs. & Fri. 
• "Happy Hour" 4-8 pm 
• Videos & Pool Table (and more - see Extra below) 
• House Music, TV, Live Entertainmen t 
• Sodas, Popcorn, Frequent Appetizer "specials" 
• Pitchers of Draft, Bottle Domestics & Imports, 
Wine Coolers - With Proper ID 
LOW PRICES 
(Private Rentals: 4 pm -12 am Tues., 1-4 pm Sat., 1-11 pm Sun.) 
EXTRA! EXTRA! You may now relax and enjoy food and beverages pur- 
chased from Edgar's next door in the Games Area after 4 pm. 
mm ******** mm*>M*i*m 
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CONDUCT, from page 19 
Until Cameron decided to en- 
lighten the world with his views. 
"I think East Coast football is 
tougher," he said confidently. "The 
West Coast focuses on one phase: 
throw it deep, let it go. I think East 
Coast football is more physical. 
"Obviously we don't get the 
respect we should. We are always 
the underdog in bowl games and 
then come out on top. We have a 
great program. I don't know how 
they determine the favorite in these 
games, but they need to look at the 
system." 
Cameron was right about the 
favorite system. What was pre- 
dicted to be the closest bowl game 
(the line was even at game time) 
turned out to be one of the biggest 
routs of the day. As the 
somnambulant Tigers wondered 
about the field like a lost cub 
searching for Death Valley, the 
Bears pounded away for 17 first- 
quarter points, including a 72-yard 
punt return by Brian Treggs. 
Treggs had 108 return yards in the 
first quarter. Clemson had given 
86 return yards all year. 
The sound of the juggernaut 
that was Cal football that day roar- 
ing past them wasn't even enough 
to wake up the then sound asleep 
Tigers. Perhaps the trainers acci- 
dentally put some Nytol in the 
water coolers. 
One thing is for sure: if Ken 
Hatfield had any coffee that morn- 
ing, it was definitely decaffeinated. 
Even when faced with a 17-point 
deficit before the end of the first 
quarter, Hatfield refused to change 
his game plan and try to infuse 
some kind of spark into the Tigers. 
Instead, Clemson cal led ijhe same 
tired plays, and Cal knew'exactly 
what was coming. 
When the offense did actually 
move forward, it was usually 
stopped by its own hand — or arm. 
Cameron couldn' t even hit the band 
director this time, and countless 
opportunities fell by the wayside. 
After the game, Cameron asked the 
media to let everyone know he was 
available for the CFL draft. Dream 
on, DeChane — hell will never get 
that cold. 
Then there was Brentson 
Buckner. If there had been a Golden 
Gloves award for the game, he 
would have won for his punch to 
the groin of Cal quarterback and 
game MVP Mike Pawlawski. How- 
ever, he did receive recognition for 
the fine shot to the other head in the 
form of an ejection. 
After the game, the embarrass- 
ment continued, Hatfield either an- 
swered the questions asked of him 
or read from a statement prepared at 
the beginning of the season — it is 
unclear which. Cameron contin- 
ued to insist that East Coast foot- 
ball was better. Someone asked 
Hatfield if he had benched Ed 
McDaniel for his antics at a New 
Year's Eve pep rally, where he led 
the crowd in a "California ain't 
s—" cheer. Hatfield dodged the 
question with all the grace of a 
three-legged horse, refusing to 
admit truthfully the reality every- 
one already knew. 
To make Clemson look worse, 
the Cal players then came out and 
put on a class act. Golden Bear 
coach Bruce Snyder was adroit at 
avoiding a question about his pos- 
sible departure to Arizona State, 
skillfully deflecting the attention 
to his players and the situation at 
hand. It makes no difference that 
he took the job at ASU a few days 
later — at the time he looked 
good, and Hatfield didn't. 
Meanwhile, the Cal fans 
showed restraint in taunting Clem- 
son fans, cheering their Bears to 
the end, and Clemson fans sat on 
their hands. 
In short, Clemson fans who 
made the trek down to Orlando 
were thoroughly embarrassed, the 
school was embarrassed, and the 
players were not. Unfortunately, 
the nation was not impressed. 
CITRUS, from page 19 
the drives." 
Cameron's lone big-play feast 
was the longest run from scrim- 
mage by a Clemson quarterback 
in 13 years, and Tiger fans hoped 
it would serve as a springboard to 
a second-half comeback. 
Clemson, however, would 
never be close to Cal again, as a 
Doug Brien field goal gave the 
Golden boys a 27-10 halftime 
lead. 
Having established the pass, 
Cal came out of the locker room 
with a ground attack in mind, and 
White's 65 second-half yards 
made him the only man to gain 
100 on the ground against the Ti- 
gers this season. His efforts, total- 
ing 103 yards on 22 carries, led 
California. The Bears outscored 
the Tigers 10-3 in the third quar- 
ter. 
"He's a great back," 
McGlockton credited after the 
game. 
The victory was capped by a 
leaping 23-yard, one-foot-in 
touchdown reception by Sean 







10 Minutes From Campus 
Fully Carpeted 





• Planned Activities 
• Water Furnished 
• Laundry Facility 
• Pool 
Call 654-6158 - Off Highway 123 on Isaqueena Trail 
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PI BETA PHI RUSH 
January 23-26 
Sign Up For Rush 
Jan. 21-23 
Tues.-Thurs. 









PI PHI Interviews 
(Informal Small Group 
Discussions) 
Friday )an. 24 
Seminar Room A & B 
In The Clemson House 
9:00 AM -5:00 
(Indicate Your Time Preference 
During Registration) 
RUSH PARTY 
Saturday, Jan. 25 
Shanklin 











Sunday Jan. 26 
(Time and Location 
included in 
invitation to membership 
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• Carry Out 
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©1988 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
Pizza!Pizza! is Here in Clemson 2& i 
** 
1062 Tiger Blvd. 654-8555 (across from McDon. 
Little Caesars Pizza! Pizza!* 
TWo great pizzas! One low price! Always! Always! 
 VALUABLE COUPON r 
©1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
VALUABLE COUPON  
2 Medium Pizzas 
with one toppin3 
$399 
(Extra Toppinss$105) 
Valid with coupon at Clemson location only. 
Not valid with any other offer. 
One coupon per customer. 
EXPIRES: 2/29/91 
CARRY OUT - DELIVERY - DINE IN 
Little Caesars' 
©1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.  
Early Bird Special m am 3 pm) 
Night Owl Special (9 Pm ciose) 
2 Small Pizzas    $ C99 
with one topping +0 
Valid with coupon at Clemson location only. 
Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer 
CARRY OUT - DELIVERY - DINE IN EXPIRES: 2/29/91 
Little Caesars' 
>1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.  
■~r VALUABLE COUPON  
2 Medium 
Cheese Pizzas      $799 
with Two 12 oz. Soft Drinks # 
_ (Extra Toppings l105) 
Valid with coupon at Clemson location only. 
Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer. 
CARRY OUT - DELIVERY - DINE IN EXPIRES: 2/29/91 
Little Caesars' 
©1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
drfHa ■a uwmiiM^ 
55555 EH3 




The Lambda Society is interested 
in creating a better environment for 
lesbian, gay and bisexual students on 
campus. To share this interest contact 
P.O. Box 5795 University Station 
Clemson, SC 29632. 4 
Informational meeting for Miss 
Clemson University Scholarship 
Pageant on Jan. 27. Call Susan at 
654-1111 for further details. 
Learn self-defense, self-discipline 
and get into great shape! The Clemson 
University Tae Kwon Do Club will 
hold a demonstration Tuesday, Jan. 
21, at 7 p.m. in the Multipurpose 
Room (upstairs) of Fike. Classes 
meet Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7-8 
p.m. Call 654-7956 for more 
information. 
The Clemson Sports Car Club 
will have a meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 
21 at 6 p.m. in the Jordan Room. 
Members are urged to attend as well 
as anyone with interest in the club. 
For more information contact Mitch 
at 653-6014 or Nitin at 653-3731. 
for sale 
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for 
rent. Several sizes available, bring 
this ad and save money. Come to 
Ingles on 123 into Seneca, turn left at 
the red light, one block on your left. 
Open Mon-Fri from 10 a.m. until 6 
p.m. 885-9815. 
Cheap! FBI/U.S. seized. 89 
Mercedes, $200. 86 VW, $50. 87 
Mercedes, $100. 65 Mustang, $50. 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
Free 24 hour recording reveals de- 
tails (801) 379-2929 
copyright#SC10KJC. 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and 
TV scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't 
like" form. EASY! Fun relaxing at 
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed 
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour recording 
(801) 379-2925 copyright 
■v,#SC10KEB. 
Spring Break '92--Jamaica, 
Cancun from $409, Panama City 
Beach from $119. Earn cash and free 
travel...campus reps needed!!! Call 
Student Travel Services 1-800-648- 
4849. 
Spring Break Price-Buster 
Vacations! Jamaica, Bahamas 
including airfare, great hotel and much 
more from only $499. Buy from the 
#1 name you trust for quality 
vacations, Four Seasons 1-800-331- 
r 3136. 
Forsale: 1985 Honda Interceptor- 
20k miles. Paul 654-8063. 
Moped for sale. Exc. condition. 
New tires. $295. Call 654-7209. 
Math and Electrical Engineering 
tutor. Call Eric 654-6646 for more 
information. 
Tandy 1000TL-80286 640k 
system w/ega card, sound card, dual 
floppies, monitor, printer, ext. 
speakers, desk, file cabinet, 500 disks 
of software from shareware to major 
commercial titles. Manuals, books, 
computer phone and modems; 1- 
2400,1-9600 baud internals. Mouse, 
joysticks, hundreds of games $700 
obo. Also a VHS camcorder $150. 
Call Bryan at 654-5193 after 5 p.m. 
Spring Break-Daytona Beach 
Florida. 6 days only $69. Call (800) 
344-8914. 
Engaged? Getting Married? 
Discount Bridal Service offers 20- 
40% off only new formal gowns. 
Call 654-2992. 
Free Spring Break Vacation- 
Organize a group, earn Commissions 
and Free Trips! Call (800) 826-9100. 
For Sale: Peso coin ring $95. 
Call Mary 858-6108. 
AKC Registered Labrador 
Retriever puppies for sale! Beautiful! 
2 yellow males and 1 black male left! 
Call Bill 646-7698 after 4:30 p.m. 
HP 48SX for sale. Includes all 
manuals plus helpful equations 
already programmed. $200 firm. Call 
858-7269. 
help wanted 
Alaska Summer Employment- 
fisheries. Earn$5,000+/month. Free 
transportation! Room and Board! 
Over 8,000 openings. No experience 
necessary. Male or Female. For 
employment program all Student 
Employment Services at 1-206-545- 
4155 ext. 195. 
Easy work! Excellent pay! 
Assemble products at home. Call toll 
free 1-800-467-5566 ext. 5987. 
Fast Fundraising Program-- 
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. 
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus 
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And 
a free watch just for calling 1-800- 
932-0528 ext. 65. 
Spring Break to Florida Beaches- 
-Energetic Promoter needed. Earn 
free trips and cash. Call CMI at 1- 
800-423-5264. 
Spring Break '92 Earn free trips 
and cash!!—Campus reps wanted to 
promote the #1 Spring Break 
destination, Daytona Beach. Best 
organized, best price on campus. Call 
• 1-800-563-8747. 
■ 
Free travel, cash and excellent 
business experience!! Openings 
available for individuals or student 
IncTqpznsive, %gmantic 'DiningI 
Relax and Enjoy Yourself At Our 
Sports Lounge In Glass Enclosed Upper Deck! 
PflSTfi HOUSE 
Italian Cuisine, Steak^&Seafood 
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa 
Anderson SC 
Monday-Saturday 4:00 pm until...Sundays 12:00 until 8:00 
Happy Hours Daily Begin at 4:00 pm 
NOW OPEN FOR GOURMET X-PRESS LUNCH! 
MON-SAT 11:30 -2:30. 
(owned by a CRAZY chef who LOVES Clemson Sports!) 
Complete (Dinners Start at only $5.95 
231-8811 
organizations to promote the country's 
most successful Spring Break lours. 
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800- 
327-6013. 
Earn $5.25/hour calling for 
prestigious colleges and universities. 
Part-time three to five nights per week. 
Call Fund-Raising and Management 
Counsel for more information. 231- 
7104. 
housing 
Handicapped person with 
muscular dystrophy will trade help 
for free housing. Needs help with 
grocery, wash, etc. Must have 
transportation. Call 882-2028 before 
9 p.m. 
Low rent. Only $110 per month 
plus 1/3 utilities. Own room, near 
campus, furnished. You can't beat it! 
Call 654-4736. 
CHADSWORTH COMMONS: 
2BR, 2BA luxury flat available Jan. 
1. W/D, water, pool. $600.00/month 
(4 ROOMMATES ALLOWED!) 
653-3083. 
miscellaneous 
Do you smoke WINSTONS? If 
so, I will buy your foil pack wrappers 
for 15 cents each. Call 858-7269. 
Male Stripper-sororities, 
birthdays, other parties. References 
available. 653-5823. Leave message. 
EXOTIC DANCERS needed for 
Greenville's newest and finest 
nightclub. Experience a plus but not 
necessary. Call 299-6271 between 
11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. for 
details and audition schedule. 
Study Abroad in Australia- 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs 
start at $3520. Call 1-800-878-3696. 
personals 
Straight to the top with Pi Beta 
Phi! 
RUSH Pi Phi! January 23-26. 
Apply for Pi Beta Phi RUSH in the 
Loggia; Jan 21-23 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
To whomever wanted to talk to 
Tony: "You're Welcome!" and to 
Mar and J: Fahrvergnugen!-Tony 
Jernie Happy one year, is this too 
cheezy? Ernie. 
G.L.F. Skiing next time around 
your B-day or mine?. I had a great 
weekend anyway.   J.D.C. Ill 
Emily, congrats Pi Phi. You're 
the greatest. Love YBS 
Calling all firemen at the Citadel: 





Do you feel like you have to be a 
magician to find off-campus housing 
that is right for you? 
Well, we can't pull a rabbit out of 
a hat for you, but maybe we can 
help you with the answers to 
some of your questions about off- 
campus housing. 
The Renters Information Fair 
January 27 & 28 
The Palmetto Ballroom in the Union 
•Sponsored by the Renters Information Center and the Clemson University Real Estate Club. 
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